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FOREWORD
The purpose of this book is to get people to think for themselves and begin challenging
paradigms that are handed to them. I believe people inherently can reason and want to
reinforce their ability to reason and take action in a positive way. The original title of the
book was BEYOND BELIEFS, until it was pointed out that there were already several
books by that name. There is even a movie in the works;
http://beyondbelieffilm.org/beyondbeliefnews.html . Not surprisingly with a similar title,
it touches on the premise that beliefs are often rocks in our path to peace and harmony.
I went back to the drawing board on the title and decided that there was something about
beliefs that are instinctual, sort of inbred. Not necessarily that there was any one belief
that stuck out as being universal, but there is a penchant to have beliefs rather than
always being in the question. Those unquestioned beliefs cause insidious harm or ruin.
The book provides insight into major components of everyday life and challenges many
commonly held beliefs held by at least half of the population, fortunately that ill informed
number is dwindling. So the book may have a controversial flavor for some, but if you
read with comprehension, you will recognize that the purpose in pointing out common
patterns and factual inconsistencies is to make you think. If that is all that results from
reading this book, I would consider it a success. If people actually take action based upon
this book striking a chord which resonates with them and they realize that they have more
power to change things than they “believed”, I would consider it a huge success.
This book is freely distributed as it is my intent that by creating the belief of
empowerment for positive change in my fellow man, that the improvements to the overall
planet will manifest. This is a more efficient transfer of energy than charging money and
then donating it back to society. On that basis, pay it forward by passing the book along
if you got something out of the book.

Adam
December 8, 2012

Revision date: December 11, 2012
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CHAPTER 1 - BELIEFS
Believe nothing, no matter where you read it or who has said it, not even if I have said it, unless it
agrees with your own reason and your own common sense.
– Buddha

Anyone who gives you a belief system is an enemy to freewill learning and self
expression. Once you believe, you stop searching for the truth1. The very desire to find
the truth disappears because you believe that you can stop searching for the truth because
you have found it. This is the fundamental predicament with the planet. It is not a new
predicament, as there is nothing new under the sun. Said another way, this experience is
an individual call to consciousness; YOU must decide what is right and wrong. Most of
what the people of the planet are dealing with is what they “were told”. There is a reason
that Belief System is BS. If you can not reason, or do not reason for yourself, you must
take full responsibility for the consequences. If you don’t reason and stand for yourself,
you will be at the mercy of other’s reasoning. In this book we will point out common
fallacies which should be as plain as day to a conscious being, but are widely and falsely
accepted as truth despite ample evidence to the contrary.

Figure 1 Actual Picture from Hubble Telescope

1

http://www.wave1111.com/1/post/2011/06/dont-mess-with-my-bs.html Don’t Mess with my BS
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Did you ever wonder how people could possibly believe the world is flat? Simple
observation would suggest that we are on a planet. The two brightest objects in the sky,
the sun and the moon, visible both night and day, would give any thinking member of
the human race a clue that we must be on something similar. And yet we have been told
that most people once believed the world was flat. The real question may be; “Did most
people actually believe the world was flat, or is this a myth which has been told and
retold enough times so that it is accepted as fact?” Do you have any first hand
knowledge that people believed that the world was flat, or have you just accepted that
because it is plausible? Are you sure that it isn’t? 2 Do you believe that the human race is
evolving or devolving? Ample evidence suggests that much knowledge which was once
widely known has been either suppressed or morphed into a pale version of the truth.
Self discernment is the fundamental principal of this book. Extensive use of footnotes is
used in this book, they are there to support the concepts outlined in the book, they too, are
simply what other people say. The footnotes are there for you to decide for yourself. Do
not accept anything that is told to you unless you reason it out, by doing so, you may
“learn” more than what is written or spoken.

2

http://veksterblog.wordpress.com/2011/02/08/the-world-is-flat/ Thomas L. Friedman
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CHAPTER 2 – PHYSICS

"Bodies in motion remain in motion, and bodies at rest stay in bed unless their mothers call them
to get up."

Physics (from Ancient Greek: φύσις physis "nature") is a natural science that involves the
study of matter and its motion through space and time, along with related concepts such
as energy and force. More broadly, it is the general analysis of nature, conducted in order
to understand how the universe behaves. Anyone can conduct a general analysis of
nature in order to understand how the universe behaves. You do not have to be an
Einstein to make observations and draw conclusions. Have you noticed that everything
in nature is fractal? Fractal is a pattern of repetition. You are studying physics! There are
many easy patterns which the human brain can recognize. There are other patterns that
are harder to recognize, but through deductive reasoning can be inferred. One such
pattern is energy. Energy can not usually be seen with the naked eye, but one can
observe that plants grow better in the sun; one can infer that the sun provides something
that the plants need. There is an energy transference which changes the plant. If all
things in nature have a repeating pattern, would it make sense that all things can be
changed by the energy that surrounds it? Take water, the only substance on the planet
which can naturally exist in three states; as a solid, liquid and gas, based on its
environment. Water has other unique properties; there is evidence that water has
memory.3 There is evidence when a substance is diluted in water, the water can carry the
memory of that substance even after it has been so diluted that none of the molecules of
3

See works of Masaru Emoto, born July 22, 1943) is a Japanese author and entrepreneur, best known for his claims
that human consciousness has an effect on the molecular structure of water.
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the original substance remain; and the molecules of any given substance have a spectrum
of frequencies that can be digitally recorded with a computer, then played back into
untreated water (using an electronic transducer), and when this is done, the new water
will act as if the actual substance were physically present. It can absorb energy and retain
that “impression” and wherever it flows, it can transfer that energy. 4 Energy can travel
between things invisibly. Wilhelm Reich observed what at first appeared to be only
"bioelectricity" but was later clarified by Reich as a much more powerful bio energetic
force -- a form of life-energy at work within living organisms, expressing itself as
emotion and sexuality, but also directly observable in the microscope as a bluish-glowing
field around living blood cells and other substances.5 Where does this energy come
from? Physics will tell you that matter is neither created nor destroyed, it merely changes
form. It is not really complicated. E=mc2 is bandied about by people pretending to have
an intellectual air about them, but the formula is simply telling you that the amount of
energy yielded (given off) by something is equal to the mass of the object times the speed
of light squared. [Energy=Mass times Celeritas (speed of light in a vacuum) squared]
So why would you have to multiply the mass of anything by the speed of light to
determine how much energy is bound up inside it? The reason is that whenever you
convert part of a piece of matter to pure energy, the resulting energy is by definition
moving at the speed of light. Pure energy is electromagnetic radiation—whether light or
X-rays or whatever—and electromagnetic radiation travels at a constant speed of roughly
670,000,000 miles per hour.

4
5

See works of Dr. Jacques Benveniste (1935-2004)
A Brief History of Wilhelm Reich's Discoveries and the Developing Science of Orgonomy
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Why, then, do you have to square the speed of light? It has to do with the nature of
energy. When something is moving four times as fast as something else, it doesn't have
four times the energy but rather sixteen times the energy—in other words, that figure is
squared. (not to be confused with another speed related theorem, the Doppler effect
which has to do with frequency shifts. The Doppler effect explains why cars approaching
you have white lights and when they pass you they have red lights as they move away. )
So the speed of light squared is the conversion factor that decides just how much energy
lies captured within a kernel of corn or any other chunk of matter. And because the
speed of light squared is a huge number—448,900,000,000,000,000 in units of mph—the
amount of energy bound up into even the smallest mass is truly mind-boggling.

Figure 2 Energy to Mass

In Paris in 1933, Irène and Frédéric Joliot-Curie took a photograph showing the
conversion of energy into mass. A quantum of light, invisible here, carries energy up
from beneath. In the middle it changes into mass -- two freshly created particles which
curve away from each other. The point is that energy can be converted to mass. That is
what plants do, convert energy to mass. And then we eat the mass (stored energy) to live.
Would it make sense that if water carries memory (energy) that what we put in our bodies
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will transfer to our cells? Is there truth to the saying “you are what you eat”6. Where do
vegetarians get their intuitive guiding information source which tells them what to eat? It
is hard to tell if becoming a vegetarian is a missed steak7, but if you eat an animal that
lived its life under stress, is it possible that the stress would carry from the animal into
your cells? (Does society act like chickens, sheep, cattle and pigs?) The question makes
sense to ponder if you recognize that thoughts are energy. Thoughts are an invisible
electromagnetic energy that can be transmitted to a medium like water and be carried to
another medium. Thoughts don’t have to just be transmitted through water; they can be
transmitted through air. Any electromagnetic energy is radiating from its source. You
have two sources of energy in your body; your heart which is pumping electromagnetic
pulses8, and your brain which is primarily electric energy9. These two create invisible
frequencies which radiate out. What do we know about frequencies? In general,
frequencies can be perceived by other people. It is what is often called empathy.
Western cultural conditioning has trained many people to ignore these “invisible” vibes
and dismiss any information that may be perceived via this sense. However, there is a
great deal of evidence in the area of Neuro-Linguistic Programming10 which is the study
of these manifestations in subtle facial expressions. (cell animation in response to energy
fields?) Animals are less prone to cultural conditioning and use this perceptive skill to
their best interest. Evidence would suggest that these frequencies rule your life. Like
plucking an E string on a guitar, the E string on the guitar across the room will resonate.
6

http://www.loyno.edu/news/story/2012/5/22/2862 Psychology professor's research relates food to moral identities Organic foods, like other green products, seem to help people affirm their moral identities, thus generating
counterintuitive behaviors.”
7
Food That Kills - Full Documentary Dr. Michael Klaper http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNCGkprGW_o
8
http://www.starseeds.net/video/gregg-braden-the-spirit-tv-interview-heart-math-institute-and-the?xg_source=activity
– Greg Braden, the heart is the first organ in the body, and is a brain. 14 mins into video
9
In the early 1990s, the “heart-brain” concept was introduced by Dr. J. Andrew Amour and determined it was a
nervous system that was similar enough to the brain itself to qualify as a “little brain.”
10
http://www.holisticonline.com/hol_neurolinguistic.htm Neuro Linguistics
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People are attracted to people with similar frequencies. Said another way, people are
attracted to people who think (have the same electric impulses) like they do. What about
the theory that opposites attract? This does not seem to bear out under scrutiny with
critical thinking. Sure, we may know of a couple where meek Sally married Dirty Harry,
but we suspect that the frequency which attracted them was a similar mindset where there
needs to be a dominant and submissive in their relationship. (Or maybe from the back
she was repulsive, but from the front she was quite attractive. (insert rim shot)) Frequencies
seem to be the invisible ruler of your life. The good news is that you can control them, if
you choose to.
All things on this planet emit frequency. The Earth emits a frequency called the
Schumann resonance; believe it or not, the Earth behaves like an enormous electric
circuit. (There is that fractal pattern again) It is the interplay of these frequencies which
creates the sensations (reality) which you experience. The human biological system is
"tuned into" the background frequency of our planet - the `Schumann Resonance'- a
steady pulse of 7.8 Hz which beats around the planet within the earth/ionosphere cavity.
(Now reported to be closer to 13)11 It has been found that this is also the dominant
brainwave rhythm of all mammals. If the Earth emits a frequency, the sun emits a
frequency, and your body emits a frequency, these frequencies must interact with each
other. If your mind/body frequency is in tune with the others then there will be a change
in energy12 as the frequencies interact. (Just like in plants) Said another way, if your
mind is vibrating at a high frequency (tightly packed vibrations) then high frequencies
will impact (literally) your thoughts. When your mind is vibrating at a low frequency,
11

http://www.angelfire.com/ms/MelchizedekAngel/earth.html - Schumann Resonance meter
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=iv&src_vid=7c3AVj66ahg&annotation_id=annotation_793786&v=p9ZrKF
TmaRY - Pheonyx Feedback 1 - What is Energy?
12
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the high frequencies will pass right through you and you will not touch (impact or
change) your thoughts. High frequencies are in the light spectrum, low frequencies are in
the radio wave spectrum. High frequency thoughts are gratitude, love, compassion,
empathy. Low frequency thoughts are scarcity, fear, hate, pretty much the seven deadly
sins. Therefore, a case can be made that Jesus is a photon, “ye shall not come to the
father except by me”. (vibrating at the frequency of forgiveness, love) 13 All humans are
capable of operating in all ranges of frequency, but most people have a comfortable radio
station that they are tuned to. Examining that radio button may be a worthwhile
endeavor, because your thoughts and actions change the world you live in. It is very true
that if you want to change the world, change yourself.
If you take quantum theory down to the size of an atom, you will see that the atom is
.999999% space. Not surprisingly if you look up in the sky you will see the same thing.
We focus on the planets in the sky, and the electrons in the atom, missing the invisible
piece that is .9999999% of what is there. That is because we can’t see it, but it doesn’t
mean that it has to be visible to the human eye for it to exist. If you accept the premise
that the Earth has a frequency, then all planets would have a frequency, and they too
would be beaming energy (information) to you. Light is information. Ever use a laser
disc? Light is energy. Energy is information; you will only receive the information if
you are open to receiving it. Your “catchers’ mitt” for information is your skin and your
pineal gland. The pineal gland must be mostly liquid (baptized) to properly function. If

13

http://www.hiddenmeanings.com/Sermon9sacrifice.htm -Jesus is Light (sun/son)
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the pineal gland is calcified or hardened it will not vibrate at the proper frequency and
will not function at its optimum capacity. 14
So for those that can focus on the .999999% that we can’t see, you will realize that there
is an invisible energy which touches us all. (Many people personify this energy into a
name, God, Allah etc.) We could see that each human is a cell of the collective web of
human beings that all the humans are actually connected and operate as one entity. The
energy that you put out affects the energy in the universe. We just can’t see the electric
connection between each other and the planet so, we don’t perceive that it exists, but you
can reason that it must. Other organisms on the planet operate this way; reportedly the
largest organism on the planet is a single mushroom which covers twenty two hundred
acres in Oregon.

15

To the unstudied, it would appear that there are thousands of

mushrooms, but the evidence is that they are all connected.

Figure 3 Amanita Muscaria – Mushrooms

14

http://www.threes.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=1944:-third-eye-pinealgland&catid=70:science&Itemid=52 –Pineal Gland and its functions.
15
http://uk.answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20090706140517AADwJID –largest organism
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Mushroom farming pretty much sums up humanity. Kept in the dark, fed bullshit and
despite being connected, perceive that they are separate. Carefully managed and
harvested, their brain (stem) has been turned to mush.16
Ample evidence (Not in mainstream media) shows conclusively we are an individual but
also a connected “human’, one interconnected humanity.17 Your individual consciousness
is a component of a larger interconnected organism, if you use it.18 This theory is
illustrated by the story of the 100th monkey19. Based on research with monkeys on a
northern Japanese Island, the central idea is that when enough individuals in a population
adopt a new idea or behavior, there occurs an ideological breakthrough that allows this
new awareness to be communicated directly from mind to mind without the connection
of external experience and then all individuals in the population spontaneously adopt it.
Sort of like the water example provided earlier, where water behaves like the “original
tainted” water even though there is nothing in it. "It may be that when enough of us hold
something to be true, it becomes true for everyone."20 Clear evidence for this is the fact
that people once believed the dollar (Federal Reserve Note) was a storehouse of wealth,
and so it was. Now the people are questioning that belief and the dollar is falling. The
dollar is worth the same as it was in 1933. U.S. Dept of Treasury web site states: Federal
Reserve notes are not redeemable in gold, silver or any other commodity, and receive no

16

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1m71m-LBqFQ Alex Baldwin Super bowl commercial
See works of Bruce Lipton. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uEuGlndt1yc&feature=feedu
18
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIJHJzDQcRM&feature=relatedhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIJHJzDQcR
M&feature=related we are one.
19
http://www.wowzone.com/monkey.htm 100th Monkey Lawrence Blair and Lyall Watson
20
Lifetide: The Biology of Consciousness P. 148 –Lyall Watson also see
http://www.scribd.com/doc/31227750/Watson-Lyall -Supernature
17
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backing by anything. But this has been the case since 1933. The notes have no value for
themselves …21 It is only our commonly held perception that holds it together.

Figure 4 The Cheshire Cat gets Weirder

WANTED DEAD AND ALIVE - SCHRÖDINGERS CAT
Schrödinger’s cat 22 is a thought experiment, sometimes described as a paradox, devised
by Austrian physicist Erwin Schrödinger in 1935. It illustrates what he saw as the
problem of the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics applied to everyday
objects, resulting in a contradiction with common sense. You can research it on your
own, but the gist of the paradox is that the mere observation of the event influences the
outcome.

23

There are other mind bogglers in quantum mechanics, (Does a radioactive

cat have 18 half-lives?) but the overall unanswered trend suggests that the observer
(consciousness) can play a role in the outcome. This theory supports the line of

21

http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Currency/Pages/legal-tender.aspx

22

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IOYyCHGWJq4 1 minute video explaining Schrödinger’s cat
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JF61lhEeGng&feature=related reality is an illusion

23
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reasoning that your energy can be transferred to other energy and mass which can shape
the outcome of a particular event. There is no shortage of data from self help teachers
who maintain that all you need is a positive mental attitude to survive. At the very
minimum, we seem to have consensus that your attitude (thoughts) appear to have an
impact on things, giving rise to the adage , it always comes down to, 'mind over matter'.
Reason this out for yourself.

FINAL THOUGHTS ON QUANTUM UNIVERSE
Nassim Haramein24 has proposed some unique thoughts on parallels between his theory,
sacred geometry, and codes found in monuments and ancient documents. The film Black
Whole, presents a new look at the reality in which we live. Critically acclaimed, and
equally debunked, presented for your personal discernment regarding the uniting of finite
and infinite systems using fractal geometry. Combining his knowledge with a keen
observation of the behavior of nature, he discovered a specific geometric array that he
found to be fundamental to creation, and the foundation for his Unified Field Theory
emerged.

This unification theory, known as the Haramein-Rauscher metric (a new solution to
Einstein's Field Equations that incorporates torque and Coriolis effects) and his most
recent paper The Schwarzschild Proton, lays down the foundation of what could be a
24

http://www.veoh.com/watch/v211655826NC94xJz?h1=Nassim+Haramein+-++Black+Whole+%282011%29 Nassim
Harramein
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fundamental change in our current understandings of physics and consciousness. I just
included him because he questions things that everyone else takes at face value, he
demonstrates self discernment and challenges presumptions, a valuable trait…
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CHAPTER 3 - MIND CONTROL
All the world is a stage. All the people are merely players.

- Shakespeare
If we reason that thoughts are the energy which effect the physical space, then it would
stand that controlling your thoughts would be important. Ample evidence surrounds us
that this is not new information. If you look at Vatican City (one of the most powerful
forces of mental influence on the planet) you will see the largest pine cone statue in the
world in the Pine cone Court within the Vatican City.

Figure 5 Homage to the Pineal Gland

Why the symbolism? (and water flows from the Pinecone.) This could be a clue for those
that can reason independently. This suggests that the knowledge and purpose of the
pineal gland is known and has been known for a very long time. If so, would it be likely
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that some people would decide that it would be helpful to not only control their thoughts
but others as well? The evidence is overwhelming that is the case. Consider that “reality”
in society, is largely based upon consensus. If there is basic agreement by enough
people, then that is the “reality” they operate in. This is the same principal of laws,
customs, religions, culture. Nothing is so unless you believe it to be. If “scientists”
declared that the world was actually flat, and could sell the premise to the next generation
of the population solely based upon reliance “go see for yourself”, look at any map, use
your self observational senses, rely on the (government’s) complete control of the
education system, and concurrently suppress the body of evidence which supports that
the world is round (by the use of time tested methods of book burning, discrediting as
heretics those that say otherwise) then over a relatively short period of time, the world
could “advance” into this newfound belief system. Contemplate the Five Monkeys
experiment25 where one set of monkeys in a cage are punished for a behavior, the
experimenters stop punishing the monkeys, and rotate in a few new monkeys and remove
an equal number of the original “punished” monkeys, after several iterations of new
monkeys, all original punished monkey have been removed, yet all remaining monkeys
behave as if they would be punished for the behavior even though none have never
experienced punishment first hand26. Monkey’s quit questioning things, because they
“found” the truth, the truth as widely accepted by their peers. It is abundantly clear that
people who understand the system for manufacturing consensus have been operating with

25

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KZeiSKnhOBc Five Monkey Experiment
Mentioned in: Galef, B. G., Jr. (1976). Social Transmission of Acquired Behavior: A Discussion of Tradition and
Social Learning in Vertebrates. In: Rosenblatt, J.S., Hinde, R.A., Shaw, E. and Beer, C. (eds.), Advances in the study of
behavior, Vol. 6, New York: Academic Press, pp. 87-88:and Stephenson, G. R. (1967). Cultural acquisition of a
specific learned response among rhesus monkeys. In: Starek, D., Schneider, R., and Kuhn, H. J. (eds.), Progress in
Primatology, Stuttgart: Fischer, pp. 279-288.
26
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a myriad of proven techniques for thousands of years. 27 Through the careful construction
of logical fallacies28 and the protocols of the elders,29 truth is sold to the masses in a
watered down version by coercion or false incentives. Logical fallacies are like tricks or
illusions of thought, and they're often very sneakily used by politicians and the media to
fool people. We have become accustomed to oxymoron’s and no longer raise an
eyebrow when we hear things like: war for peace, academic fraternity, amicable divorce,
firm estimate, limited nuclear war, Representative Democracy, Temporary tax increase,
well-preserved ruins, or zero deficit. We just fill in the gaps with our illusion of what
they must mean because the message was delivered with a straight face and would make
no sense if we applied critical thought. This is a very helpful technique for it allows the
teller to be truthful (and justify their actions) even though they may be hoping that YOU
will make the mistake of interpreting it incorrectly. If you don’t ask for a clarification or
correction, then you must have accepted the statement as offered. Social manipulation
and thought control has been in place before the pyramids, but only recently have the
concepts and techniques been widely available to the masses.

27

25 rules for disinformation http://famguardian.org/Subjects/MediaIntell/Articles/25RulesOfDisinformation.htm
Logical Fallacies http://yourlogicalfallacyis.com/
29
http://aztlan.net/protocols.htm#protocol1 Protocols of the Elders
28
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Figure 6 Voo doo only works if you believe in it?

Edward Bernays30 (nephew of Sigmund Freud) conducted extensive studies early in the
last century which proved to be a treasure trove of information. Once public knowledge,
this is one toy that does not get put back into the toy box. It becomes a business. And
when done properly, it can be done in plain sight. 31 It is said that the American public is
the best example of a society who has been brainwashed twice; once, when they are
brainwashed, and again when they are told that they are not brainwashed. World opinion
of Americans has declined over the past decade. Co-opted newscasts and mainstream
media will tell you that it is because of our “stance on spreading democracy”, but most
independent sources suggest that the world’s lowered opinion of Americans is more or
less based upon the observation that the vast majority of the American public has lost
critical thinking skills and will believe anything they are told. Enjoy the video (Blind

30
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qiKMmrG1ZKU&feature=bf_next&list=FLex1xHTNtUaZeKOTuzF8enA
Edward Bernays and the art of public manipulation
31
Psywar - http://www.youtube.com/watch?NR=1&feature=endscreen&v=lZiAV6fU2NM
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Faith)32 as an example which is reminiscent of the Stockholm syndrome where the
captured develop fond allegiance for their captors. Notice that this belief is
fundamentally grounded on a complete disregard for facts, lack of critical thinking and
the perception that one can’t “know what they know, and one is unqualified to question
authority”. Evidence of the use of Bernays’ work in government is widespread, we are
familiar with the terms “spin control”, “spin doctors”, “perception management”. The
public has been programmed to accept the government (which should be accountable to
you and me) can run secret black ops without oversight simply based on blind faith, even
when we can see evidence in military training manuals that blind trust may be
unwarranted. Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars,33 An Introduction Programming Manual
was allegedly uncovered quite by accident on July 7, 1986 when an employee of Boeing
Aircraft Co. purchased a surplus IBM copier for scrap parts at a sale, and discovered
inside details of a plan, hatched in the embryonic days of the "Cold War" which called for
control of the masses through manipulation of industry, peoples' pastimes, education and
political leanings. It called for a quiet revolution, putting brother against brother, and
diverting the public's attention from what is really going on. By controlling the
educational system and conveniently rewriting history, (history is a set of lies which are
agreed upon) those entities can control the direction of society. If you want to control the
future of a society, control its history. In addition to controlling the news, documentaries
are created which ask hard hitting questions, (to create the illusion that they are unbiased,
however no answers are provided) and shade the overall context of truth with propaganda
and outright misinformation. (A humorous example of how this is done is illustrated in
32

Blind faith http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4OpgiNEyBVA Anthony Antonello
http://files.meetup.com/196633/SILENT%20WEAPONS%20for%20QUIET%20WARS.pdf Silent Weapons for
Quiet Wars
33
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THE BEATLES 1000 Years in the Future)34 Irrespective of whether the book “Silent
Weapons for Quiet Wars” is based upon secret documents or imagination35, it does
provide a blueprint that matches quite well with undertakings that have been
implemented in one way or another under different pretenses. The outcome is the same,
you be the judge. Another of the many tools used by those in power is labels. By labeling
a group, you create separation from another group. You focus on differences, create
judgments and illusions. Divided we fall is a truth. Each being has a unique perspective,
but they are not the label. They may have beliefs consistent with one political party or
religious persuasion but are much more than that label. The objective of the label is to
create a distraction that you can focus on and thereby miss the whole person. Selling
separation is a key element in social control. Recall that once an idea reaches the 100th
monkey, the genie is out of the bottle. The idea of consensus thinking and dreaming is
also illustrated (literally) in the animated movie Waking Life.36

What is the most resilient parasite? Bacteria? A virus? An intestinal worm? An idea.
Resilient... highly contagious. Once an idea has taken hold of the brain it's almost
impossible to eradicate. An idea that is fully formed - fully understood - that sticks; right
in there somewhere – Dom Cobb, From the Movie Inception.37

34

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=3Z2vU8M6CYI The Beatles 1000 yrs Scott Gairdner
http://www.markdice.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=114:william-qbillq-cooper-was-afraud&catid=66:articles-by-mark-dice&Itemid=89 Mark Dice
36
Waking Life http://vimeo.com/30934073 Mark Linklater
37
Inception - http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1375666/plotsummary Christopher Nolan
35
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We know that animals can be trained by spaced repetition over and over. Ideas can be
embedded in their memories. Elephants are reported to have a long memory illustrated by
how the traveling circus controlled elephants;
When a baby elephant is first born, it is tied to a large stake with a rope around its foot.
The stake is driven deep into the ground and the baby elephant is unable to pull it out or
move it at this young stage. After several months of attempting to free itself the elephant
“learns” that it can not overcome the resistance of the stake, and “knows” that it is futile
to continue pulling on the stake. The elephant “pairs” the feeling of the rope on the stake
with the “knowledge” that he has learned that the stake is immovable and discontinues
attempts to pull the stake out of the ground based on learning. However, as the elephant
grows it could easily pull the stake out of the ground as there are few stakes which could
resist the pull of a 15,000 pound elephant. The “conditioning” and “learning” by the
elephant causes him to make no further attempts to pull the stake and he is bound by his
own “knowledge”. He no longer searches for the truth for he has “found” it.

Figure 7 "Dear God, We had a good time at church today. Wish You could have been there.
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Separation is sold in religion by the meme that you can not have direct contact with God,
(universe) you need an intermediary to interpret for you. Separation is sold in
government by statism and nationalism, yet these are mere constructs. There is no line
painted around a state or national border that magically transforms you into a different
person. Separation is sold through racism by focusing on skin color, when the fact of the
matter is that all human blood (connection between humans) is red. These are simply
distractions to keep you from seeing the connections. A house divided will fall. A united
humanity would easily overpower the few who have learned to manufacture consensus to
their advantage.38 For examples of how easily non violent-non acceptance by a united
mind-set can toss false authority out the door, see Gandhi39 or review how the truckers
thwarted “requirements” to license CB radios. 40

Figure 8 Runic Holly Wand

38

The Tiny Dot http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H6b70TUbdfs Larkin Rose
http://www.socialchangenow.ca/mypages/gandhi.htm Ghandi
40
http://greenreview.blogspot.com/2012/11/how-powerful-are-we-when-truly-organized.html Michael Smith
(Veshengro)
39
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Probably the most powerful and subtle force for manipulating public opinion is broadcast media.
Wizards’ wands which cast a magic spell are made from the Holly tree41. Hollywood has been the
supreme distraction and has cast its spell for this generation. Everyone knows that television shows
have a carefully prepared script; there is NOTHING on television that is not scripted. It is carefully
prepared to program certain memes into society. “We now return you to your regular programming”
is actually an in your face tacit admission of what is going on. The last two generations have been
subtly programmed to worship doctors, lawyers, police, and judges. Older readers will acknowledge
that the number of pharmaceutical commercials has skyrocketed over the past 10 years. These ads
plant a seed that salvation can be found through a pill, which becomes widely accepted and ultimately
this false truth will be defended by the herd. At the same time we have this messaging going on, we
have insurance companies funding all sorts of pills for people, providing them with a benefit that they
don’t need if they would take responsibility for their own health. Evidence of this subtle messaging is
based on the shear number of shows which have been created in each segment. If you were interested
in building consensus, then you would focus mass attention on the values which will ensure your
existence. Since the United States is the Master Corporation over all commerce, which has power over
legal corporations (big business, pharmacy, television, municipal courts, etc) the legal corporations
must support the United States. The United States was formed as a Military Power and remains so
today. Probably more accurate; the United States is a stratocracy (from στρατός, stratos, "army" and
κράτος, kratos, "dominion", "power") is a form of government headed by military chiefs; the term is
derived from two Greek terms signifying army and power.[1] It is not the same as a military
dictatorship where the military's political power is not enforced or even supported by other laws.
Rather, stratocracy is a form of military government in which the state and the military are traditionally
the same thing and government positions are always occupied by military leaders. (Attorney General,
Postmaster General, Secretary) The military's political power is supported by law and the society. As
such, a stratocracy does not have to be autocratic by nature in order to preserve its right to rule. That
military concept is what must be marketed and reinforced to the masses to create a controllable
homogeneous society. Patriotism and Nationalism must be held in high esteem. Open every ceremony
41

http://www.esotericarchives.com/wands/index.html and http://www.secretsinplainsight.com/2011/09/26/magic-ofholly-wood/
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with a military flag, military song and sell it as “patriotism”. Traditional Military shows did not fare
well as few people were interested in war, even when sugar coated with humor, and shows have
morphed from military uniformed style (such as Mc Hales Navy, F Troop, Combat, Gomer Pyle
USMC, Hogan's Heroes, MASH, JAG, The Unit, Black Sheep Squadron, CPO Sharkey, The Silent
Service, Tour of Duty, Battlestar Galactica, Rat Patrol, A-Team, Garrisons Gorillas, Navy Log, China
Beach, and Private Benjamin) into plain clothed police shows. Subtle, it is still Military – look
closely at the license tags on Police Cars. MP=Military Police To get a grasp of how much marketing
of this meme, see compiled list of not so subliminal programs at the end of the book.



Television = Tell A Vision = Tell A Vision Programming



Those in Medicine don’t know ‘health’



Those in Schooling don’t know ‘education’



Those in Media don’t know the ‘news’ (what's really going on in the world)



Those in Religion don’t know ‘spirituality’



Those in Finance don’t know ‘commerce’



Those in Legal don’t know ‘law’ – Mary Croft

“We'll tell you anything you want to hear, we lie like hell.”
- Howard Beale, Network
Of course these are just television shows, but they subtly entice you to model their
behavior.42 These shows do not show you the proper way to handle a court case, they
dupe you into attending court and arguing. Few hospital shows provide viewers with the
knowledge to question (gasp) a doctor about a diagnosis; they often portray people who
42

The influence of TV on all living things http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kVKHLN0FfYM
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request a natural “remedy” as delusional and part of the fringe of society. The
brainwashing is right there in front of you. A close second to television for shaping
culture would be video games. The vast majority of games require shooting something or
blowing it up. Game makers will tell you (lie) that is what the market wants, but the
reality was parents just wanted games for their kids and the choices were much like
Henry Fords original marketing premise, “You can have any color of car you want as
long as it is black”. A case can be made that the real intent is to create a group of people
who are desensitized to killing.43 Movies are another useful tool to influence culture.
Most epics are created to send a message, often in a setting of a fictitious version of
history, misdirecting your subconscious to accepting a version resonates with what was
presented in school. This reinforces the indoctrination. On the other hand, occasionally
movies have a message which tell you to listen to your inner voice, and things are not
what they seem (Star Wars, Fight Club, Wizard of Oz, The Matrix, Alice in Wonderland)
So one would have to wonder if they aren’t sending two messages. (more on this fractal
programming later) But it is within the realm of possibilities that the matrix doesn’t really
care which reality you chose, one where you govern by inner self guided by the universe,
or one governed by others since you lack the capacity to reason for yourself. Once you
begin to “see with eyes” almost every movie will have a deeper meaning than the
superficial layer that is often presented. Learning to see things as metaphors and
allegories is one of the first steps to allowing you to begin making intelligent choices. In
tandem to television and movies, the education system has mirrored and embraced the
requests for “someone” else to teach the children well. The Deliberate Dumbing Down

43

Video Game Predictive Programming: Virtual or Just Reality? http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OGqVeyfnCZE
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of America44 outlines how anyone interested in the truth will be shocked by the way
American social engineers have systematically gone about destroying the intellect of
millions of American children for the purpose of leading the American people into a
world controlled by behavioral and social scientists. The Dark Intentions of Public
Schooling45 gives a historical overview of how the education system has been designed
not to work. The fact of the matter is, it is working. 46 What the government wants, the
government gets.
We want one class of persons to have a liberal education and we want another class of
persons, a very much larger class of necessity, to forgo the privileges of a liberal
education and fit themselves to perform specific difficult manual tasks.
- Woodrow Wilson
from an address to The New York City High School Teachers Association
Jan. 9th, 1909
Working with author and former New York State Teacher of the Year, John Taylor Gatto,
award-winning film director, Roland Legiardi-Laura has put together an interesting
documentary on how the educational system has failed called the FOURTH PURPOSE.47
Many other reports and articles outline the failure of the education system. However, it is
not really a failure, it is a huge success based on the above stated objectives. Those
running the educational programs have learned how to hack the human brain.48 The
current generation has learned to be obedient, succumb to peer pressure, embrace
conformity, and not question culture or authority. Nature abhors a vacuum, and
opportunists rushed in to provide the solution to those who can not reason for themselves.
The good news is that there is a strong undercurrent of discontent in the population and

44

http://deliberatedumbingdown.com/MomsPDFs/DDDoA.sml.pdf Charlotte Thomson Iserbyt
and related video http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eZJoCfgAEuE
45
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iFlvkwXCQco&feature=related Dark Intentions of Public Schooling
46
Simple questions asked on a sidewalk http://www.youtube.com/watch?NR=1&feature=fvwp&v=H5pD7RwZDbU
47
The Fourth Purpose http://johntaylorgatto.com/fourthpurpose/gatto.htm
48
How to hack the human brain. http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=endscreen&NR=1&v=0xCVaKTqb3c
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many innovative ideas are coming forward on changing education paradigms. 49 The
current paradigm was designed around the turn of nineteenth century, based on economic
realities perceived at the time. It’s time has come and past. The system was based on the
assembly line of manufacturing, students processed in batches, mindless standardized
tests, and with children trained like Pavlov’s dog to run from class to class at the ringing
of a bell. There was no emphasis on divergent thinking. There was no training on
learning to listen to the intuitive self talk that children are exceptional at hearing. That
ability is drummed out of any “educated” student. The trend for home schooling is on an
uptick and more and more people have recognized that the system is turning out
functional illiterates some of whom will invariably become politicians and make
decisions for you. Those who home school are more likely to become statesman. Over
two million (and that number is a published number by the media, so if history is any
indicator, it is probably twice that number) children are being homeschooled in America
today, with the number growing at 15 to 20 percent per year 50

THE SOURCE OF BIG LIE TECHNIQUE, FROM CHAPTER 10 OF MEIN KAMPF:
... in the big lie there is always a certain force of credibility; because the broad masses of a nation
are always more easily corrupted in the deeper strata of their emotional nature than consciously or
voluntarily; and thus in the primitive simplicity of their minds they more readily fall victims to
the big lie than the small lie, since they themselves often tell small lies in little matters but would
be ashamed to resort to large-scale falsehoods. It would never come into their heads to fabricate
49

RSA Animate - Changing Education Paradigms
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=endscreen&v=zDZFcDGpL4U&NR=1
50
(McDowell & Ray 2000, Lines 2000) http://www.education.com/reference/article/homeschooling-trendscharacteristics/
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colossal untruths, and they would not believe that others could have the impudence to distort the
truth so infamously. Even though the facts which prove this to be so may be brought clearly to
their minds, they will still doubt and waver and will continue to think that there may be some
other explanation. For the grossly impudent lie always leaves traces behind it, even after it has
been nailed down, a fact which is known to all expert liars in this world and to all who conspire
together in the art of lying.

—Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, vol. I, ch. X[1]
Yes, Virginia there is a Santa Claus. We teach children that it’s ok to lie ‘for the greater
good” very early on. At some age, they realize it was a fantasy and that they had been
“had”. For the most part, few notice the repeating fractal pattern of nature and fail to
recognize that they have been told another lie. Only a small number wake up and realize
that they are still living in a fantasy and that very little of what they believe is real. This
is due to ego and was eloquently articulated in the movie Revolver.51 The “big lie”
formula is alive and well. When you understand cognitive dissonance, you will
understand why once a big lie has been assimilated by the public, herd mentality will
defend it on the premise that it must be true, everyone else believes it. And if everyone
believes it, that is accepted reality. The biggest obstacle to face and why few people will
challenge the herd is Cognitive Dissonance.52

51
52

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eyAP4lfvI2I&feature=related Revolver clip
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=korGK0yGIDo&feature=topics Cognitive Dissonance
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Figure 9 “Reality is the leading cause of stress among those in touch with it”
-

Lily Tomlin

The number of big lies where the wool has been pulled over the American Public is
astonishing. It is important to understand that this has been going on a long time and the
scale and scripting is getting better and better. As critical thinking skills decline, the
combination does not bode well for the public. Does anyone believe that the laws of
physics can be repealed for a day? No. Yet nearly the entire planet watched a carefully
scripted production on September 11, 2001 where 110 story buildings collapsed at the
speed of gravity in less than 10 seconds. This means that there was no resistance below.
They collapsed as if they were free falling through air. As the old saying goes “who you
gonna believe me, or your lying eyes?” The official story is a pipe dream, a bit of
calculation on the back of a napkin and you can figure this out for yourself if you haven’t
already. If you still believe the “official story” either you haven’t bothered to do the
math, or you are afraid that learning the truth will disturb your belief system.53 The point
here isn’t to jump into the conspiracy pond, it is to point out that few will question an
official story even when the widely known observable facts stand in stark opposition to

53

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGbEJ3pXwWM&feature=youtu.be Cognitive Dissonance on 911
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the propaganda. The big lie is alive and well and is quietly being nurtured by the herd on
many fronts.
That millions of people share the same forms of mental pathology does not make these people
sane. - Eric Fromm

It is a self protective requirement for Government to control public opinion. Govern
comes from Latin “to control”, and mente is Latin for “mind”. That pretty much sums it
up, and gives you a clue as to how long this has been going on.
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CHAPTER 4 – GOVERNMENT

“There is no government like no government.”
FEDERAL means Contract: FEDERAL GOVERNMENT = Contract Government.54
This is the government you have. If you believe that you have a Constitutional55
Government, go back to sleep and pray for it to come down the chimney on December
25th. Nope, you didn’t sleep through this in history, it wasn’t taught. It would be
important to review a few rusty concepts that you may or may not be familiar with to
illustrate how we got here. The Civil War was fought to stop banks from creating
money and loaning it out, end of story. The Constitution allowed gold and silver as
currency, prohibiting banks from creating money. History has been rewritten by the
victors to highlight the conflict as being based on the issue of slavery, but if you read
enough history you will piece together, that like all wars, it was started and funded by
bankers who influenced the newly created United States (DC) with money to
conscript the Northern states to go to war with the Southern states. The United States
was created as a military power to defend the states, and banking and military power
are very good friends. Wars make bankers money.

54

http://www.thinkorbeeaten.com/informer/What%20Does%20Federal%20Really%20Mean.pdf-The Informer
http://www.lewrockwell.com/orig4/spooner1.html Lysander Spponer and The Constitutional Delusion
http://www.buildfreedom.com/tl/tl070.shtml Frederick Mann
55
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Originally the United States of America was formed as a Republic, now we spread the
opposite; “democracy”. Do you know the difference? A quick recap on the difference is
illustrated here; two parents, eight kids voting for what to eat for dinner. The parents vote
for nutritional food based on their responsibility to the whole family and they know they
will be taking care of sick kids if all they eat is sugar. The eight kids vote for ice cream.
In a democracy, the kids win. In a democracy the inmates run the asylum. Do you recall
“I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the United States of America and to the REPUBLIC
for which it stands….” This form of government places the responsibility of the people to
self govern and the power resides in the people. People can delegate some power to the
state but the state has no power over them unless they violate common law. Common
law requires that there be an injured party. The government was granted authority so that
society as a whole could be protected. People knew full well that they should retain
power and the government employees were public servants to the people. The people
retain power over those that work for them. An excellent concept, if the government gets
its power from the people, government must be subservient to them. The people having
just tossed off the chains of bondage in a bloody war, were in no hurry to create a central
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government. However, due to the possibility of another nation attempting to overtake
any one of the individually weaker states, the Union of 13 states established a common
bond to create a common infrastructure, a common post office, common ways to arbitrate
disputes, a common military for mutual defense and a common currency
(commonwealth) for trade between them. None of the republics wanted the “federal”
government in their state, so they roped off 10 square miles in Washington DC to house
that function. As before, if the people granted power to the state and the state granted
power to DC, then DC is subservient to the state and to the people. This new seat of
government was called the United States (note the difference between that and United
States of America) The people delegated this power by drafting The Constitution for
“The United States of America”, this is a contract between the states and the new
government. Definition of CONSTITUTION, contracts. The constitution of a contract, is
the making of the contract as, the written constitution of a debt. 1 Bell's Com. 332, 5th
ed.
Definition of CONSTITUTOR, civil law. He who promised by a simple pact to pay the
debt of another; and this is always a principal obligation. Inst. 4, 6, 9.

Why are the words People and Posterity are capitalized in the Constitution?
A capitonym is a word that changes its meaning (and sometimes pronunciation) when it
is capitalized, and usually applies to capitalization due to proper nouns or eponyms
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PREAMBLE TO THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION

We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish
Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defence, promote the
general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do
ordain and establish this Constitution for the United States of America.

Now the question to ask, since no one living is a signatory to that declaration
(Constitution)- contract and most importantly, since we are not, then we are not
"covered" under being one of "We the People" either, because when the authors
capitalized it, the meaning of the word was changed to reflect a particular group of
"People" and the Prosperity was for those future generations to theirs, not ours. The U.S.
Constitution seemingly also applies to those who take a sworn oath to it (officers and
police/military service personnel).

The citizens were citizens of the state they live in. All was well until just after the
banking war, renamed the Civil War (which of course was fought civilly; “ Cherrio my
good man, we’ll be attacking at dawn. Will you be ready?”) The Civil War effectively
distracted and divided the United States of America. The purported victor (DC) which
was the military power granted by the states, usurped power under international law and
under the Lieber code,56 maintains military power until hostilities have ended.

56

http://avalon.law.yale.edu/19th_century/lieber.asp
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LIEBER CODE Art. 2.
Martial Law does not cease during the hostile occupation, except by special
proclamation, ordered by the commander in chief; or by special mention in the treaty of
peace concluding the war, when the occupation of a place or territory continues beyond
the conclusion of peace as one of the conditions of the same.
LIEBER CODE Art. 3.
Martial Law in a hostile country consists in the suspension, by the occupying military
authority, of the criminal and civil law, and of the domestic administration and
government in the occupied place or territory, and in the substitution of military rule and
force for the same, as well as in the dictation of general laws, as far as military necessity
requires this suspension, substitution, or dictation.
As soon as a signed a peace treaty ending the Civil War exists (there isn’t one)57, people
may be able to routinely invoke common law. Invoking common law does not appear to
be an easy option for contractual US citizens. Not content to be put out of business
should someone suggest that we sign a peace treaty ending the Civil War, the US has
been at war ever since then or they would have to rescind the silent Martial Law which
does not cease during the hostile occupation, except by special proclamation, ordered by
the commander in chief; or by special mention in the treaty of peace concluding the war.
And when they don’t have real wars, they manufacture imaginary wars, (they
manufacture real wars, too) we have the War on poverty, War on drugs, War on
terrorism. These are not accidental choices of words. In 1868, under the premise of
abuses to the former slaves, the United States (DC) passed the Fourteenth Amendment to
the Constitution in order to afford the former slaves adequate protection and privileges
with which to live their lives. Besides the US didn’t have any citizens of their own, so
“Give me your tired, your poor, Your huddled masses, yearning to breath free, The
wretched refuse of your teeming shore, Send these, the homeless, tempest tost to me, I lift
57

There was no treaty signed to end the Civil War http://www.nps.gov/apco/faqs.htm
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my lamp beside the golden door.” Ok, these exact words weren’t actually memorialized
until the Statue of Liberty was donated in 1886, but the concept came from the premise
that the US (DC) government needed their own citizens and in the start up phase. At that
point the United States was subservient to the state citizen and had no one to rule. Early
on, the US would pretty much accept anyone as a citizen who could fog a mirror. This
approach to creating citizens continues to this day. Swear allegiance to the US and give
up any other rights you may have, and you contract in. They love immigrants and illegal
aliens, (they are the same, but it is a good practice to divide and keep them separate. An
immigrant is from Europe, an illegal alien is from Mexico, there is really no difference,
neither are born in the US, but it is important to create the separation in case the
collective group ever decides to call the bluff) because the birth rate for US citizens is
not sustainable to grow the money supply. The low birth rate is likely attributed to the
fact that the US citizen is taxed to the gills and knows how much it costs to raise a kid.
And politicians put on a nice show, they campaign against aliens and tell you how they
will cut subsidies at hospitals for those providing services to aliens, and cut benefits for
aliens, but once in office, they get religion, point to the Statue of Liberty and blather
about how we have become the melting pot. And make no mistake about it, most US
citizens are in a pot. This strategy continues today, where counties offer “temporary
driver’s licenses” for illegal immigrants as a benefit. They sell it as a humanitarian effort
since all will be protected by insuring that the immigrants demonstrate the competency to
drive. However, the real reason for the offer is that the counties have NO
JURISDICTION over illegal immigrants when they do not have a driver’s license. They
can not collect in court on statutes which don’t apply to people who haven’t “contracted”.
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And in court it is all about money, a court is a bank. The US needs more voluntary slaves,
as an added bonus, few of these imports will be able to assert state citizen status, thereby
providing a comfortable buffer (tax base) in the unlikely event state citizens ever wake
up. Back to the 14th amendment, the American people in the republic sited in the several
states, could choose to benefit as one of these new United States citizens BY CHOICE.
The new class of citizens was given the right to vote in the democracy in 1870 by the
15th Amendment. All that was required was an application.
The Fourteenth Amendment states, “All persons born or naturalized in the United States,
and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States, and of the State
wherein they reside…”. So a new type of citizenship was born - that of a ‘citizen of
the United States’ – or, a citizen of the District of Columbia, as the two are synonymous under the authority of, and pursuant to, the Fourteenth Amendment. Ostensibly this was
sold to the public to grant citizenship to the recently freed slaves, who in most states,
could not be citizens of the state as they were considered property. As long as DC is
handing out “citizenship” why not offer it to white folk as well? Why confine the offer to
slaves? Nothing would get the Southern white folk moving faster than the thought of
“darkies” running the country, so the people registered to vote in droves. Hmmm, so they
didn’t really free the slaves, they just offered “citizenship” (fancy slavery) in the United
States if the state wouldn’t let black people have state citizenship.
Now let’s examine this sleight of hand. Who gives what here? If DC did not have any
power of its own, but only had power which was delegated to it by the states, and that
power comes from the people, any power (citizenship) granted to the slaves by DC makes
the slaves subservient to the United States (who created US citizenship), the slaves would
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also be subservient to the states, and would also be subservient to the people. This would
also hold true for any white man who elected to CONTRACT with the United States. He
would give up his right to be a free man in his state by accepting the benefit of citizenship
under the United States and now be a fourth class citizen. He no longer is under the
Constitution, he has given all rights up for privileges and immunities bestowed upon the
citizens of the United States.58 One thing a freeman has the right to do is contract. He
has the unlimited right to contract. DC knew what they were doing, they sold these
privileges and immunities as being good (of course they are not as good as God given
rights, but marketing is marketing) by saying “that no state shall enforce any law which
shall abridge the privileges and immunities bestowed upon the citizens of the United
`States”. Read this in this fashion, DC said to the states; “you can’t abridge the
privileges I give my slaves, I created them, even though I am subservient to states, states
can not take the privileges and immunities from my slaves.” (there is that fractal pattern
again) The 14th amendment granted the United States authority to "protect" persons
subject to its jurisdiction by imposing the restraints of the "Bill of Rights" upon the
states. So in effect, the citizen of the United States is not a Citizen at all in reality, but
merely a subject of the government which created it. It has whatever privileges and
immunities which that government chooses to bestow upon it, and that government has
the authority to change those privileges and immunities at its own discretion. (or impose
mandatory health insurance, as many taxes as they can get away with, etc) Which makes
sense because the United States (DC) did not have the power to bestow any
58

1. "Citizenship of the United States does not entitle citizen to privileges and immunities of citizen of state, since
privileges of one are not the same as the other." K. Tashiro et al v. Jorden Secretary of State, May 20, 1927
(S.F.12346) 255 P. 545.
2. "Both before and after the 14th Amendment the federal Constitution, it has not been necessary for a person to be
a citizen of the United States in order to be a citizen of his state”. United States v. Cruikshank, 92 US. 542, 549, 23
L.Ed. 588 (1875); Slaughter House Cases.
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Constitutional Rights since they didn’t have any to give. In fact, most of the Bill of
Rights for state Citizens can not be passed on to a US citizen for the same reason. Ever
wonder how your gun ownership is restricted even though the Second Amendment to the
Bill of Rights forbids it. Now you know. The second Amendment does not apply to
citizens of the United States, and the restrictions to gun ownership and use apply only to
citizens of the United States. How many times have you heard in court that you have no
Constitutional Rights in this court? Well, they are just telling you the law of contracts.
When George Bush uttered “the constitution is just a piece of paper”, he was telling the
truth. So few people have standing to enforce it, it is just a piece of paper.
de jure vs. de facto
In a legal context, de jure is also translated as "concerning law". A practice may exist de
facto, where for example the people obey a contract as though there were a law enforcing
it, yet there is no such law. In other words, de jure is LAW, and de facto is not.

Government de jure. A government of right; the true and lawful government; a
government established according to the constitution of the nation, and lawfully entitled
to recognition and supremacy and the administration of the nation, but which is actually
cut off from power or control. A government deemed lawful, or deemed rightful or just,
which, nevertheless, has been supplanted or displaced; that is to say, which receives not
presently (although it received formerly) habitual obedience from the bulk of the
community.
Government de facto. There are several degrees of what is called “de facto
government.” Such a government, in its highest degree, assumes a character very closely
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resembling that of a lawful government. This is when the usurping government expels
the regular authorities from their customary seats and functions, and establishes itself in
their place, and so becomes the actual government of a country. The distinguishing
characteristic of such a government is that adherents to it in war against the government
de jure do not incur the penalties of treason; and, under certain limitations, obligations
assumed by it in behalf of the country or otherwise will, in general, be respected by the
government de jure when restored. Such a government might be more aptly denominated
a “government of paramount force,” being maintained by active military power against
the rightful authority of an established and lawful government; and obeyed in civil
matters by private citizens. They are usually administered directly by military authority,
but they may be administered, also, by civil authority, supported more or less by military
force. Thorington v. Smith, 75 U.S. (8 Wall.) 1, 19 L.Ed. 361.
The state government is de jure, the US is de facto.
The US government tended to its new class of citizens and enticed all of its citizens to
vote for their government. Citizens of the states who had all of their God given rights
could not vote for US candidates unless they subrogated their status. After all, they had
their own form of government. But if they wanted to give up that form for the US form,
they have the unlimited right to contract and become subservient to DC and have only
rights and privileges. DC created Congress (and they did not error in creating the term
Congress, as one definition of congress is intercourse) to provide an air of authenticity to
their new government, and told their citizens that they could have their own
representative in their state if they wanted. DC had to create States to (notice the
capitalization) to mirror jurisdiction. DC created corporations called State of (fill in the
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state name) to mirror the states. DC has control of these States as they created them.
People would have to register to vote with the State if they wanted to pick their DC
representative. To register to vote, you must be a US citizen. By registering to vote, you
are electing the form of government you prefer (de facto vs. de jure). You have the
unlimited right to contract, did you read the fine print?

THE NAME GAME
In Hooven & Allison Co. V. Evatt, Tax Commissioner of Ohio, 324 U.S., 1944, the
Court made the following statement, “the term ‘United States’ may be used in any one
of several senses. It may be merely the name of a sovereign occupying the position
analogous to that of other sovereigns in the family of nations. It may designate the
territory over which the sovereignty of the United States extends, or it may be the
collective name of the states which are united by and under the Constitution.”

This is

obviously not as simple as we were always led to believe. “What is the United States?”59
It is not the fifty sovereign Republics known as the united States of America. It is a
corporation60 and operates a trust.

It is not even the de jure government established by

the founding fathers to provide for the common defense and insure domestic tranquility.
The US corporation (originally called the District of Columbia) does not effect or control
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Proof the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA is a corporation Go to Delaware UCC site; LINK .. It will ask you for a
file number, enter 2193946
44
UNITED STATES THE CORPORATION:THE TRUTH FOX NEWS WILL NOT TELL YOU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hgyztsj7O6M&feature=youtu.be
Supporting Documentation http://www.mediafire.com/?f3fkky4f2sqfmhz What Happened to the Constitution
presentation docs.pdf
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the 50 sovereign states that are protected from the federal government by the US
Constitution for the United States adopted in 1788.
There are 2 United States, one formed in 1787, the collection of the several sovereign
states of the union, and another separate and different one formed in 1871, which only
controls the District of Columbia and its territories.
The Act of 1871 formed a corporation called THE UNITED STATES. The corporation,
OWNED by foreign interests, moved in and shoved the original Constitution into a
dustbin. With the Act of 1871, the original Constitution for the united states (1788) was
defaced in effect vandalized and sabotage when the title was capitalized and the word
"for" was changed to "of" in the title
THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (1871)
is the constitution of the INCORPORATED UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
The date is February 21, 1871 and the Forty-First Congress is in session. I refer you to
the "Acts of the Forty-First Congress," Section 34, Session III, chapters 61 and 62. On
this date in the history of our nation, Congress passed an Act titled: "An Act To Provide
A Government for the District of Columbia." This is also known as the "Act of 1871."
What does this mean? Well, it means that Congress, under no constitutional authority to
do so, created a separate form of government for the District of Columbia, which is a ten
mile square parcel of land.
T h e UNITED STATES was formed in 1871, which controls only the District of
Columbia and the territories it purchases or acquires; Puerto Rico, Guam, Virginia
Islands. Many think that income taxes, and some laws do not effect people in the
sovereign states of the union as they are outside of the control / jurisdiction of the United
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States corporation. The united states of America is different from the "United States"
[corporation]. On May 3rd, 1802 an Act was passed to incorporate the City of
Washington. (2 Stat. at L. 195.)
In 1871 an important modification was made in the form of the district (as in Military
Districts) government -- a Legislature was established, with all the apparatus of a
distinct government. By the Act of February 21st, of that year, entitled "An Act to
Provide a Government for the District of Columbia (16 Stat. at L. 419)61, it was enacted
(sec. 1) that all that territory of the United States included within the limits of the District
of Columbia be created into a government by the name of the District of Columbia by
which name it was constituted a "a body corporate for municipal purposes," with power
to make contracts, sue and be sued, and "to exercise all other powers of a municipal
corporation not inconsistent with the Constitution and laws of the United States.
The terms UNITED STATES and/or United States of America and/ or United States
Government are all a private corporation, even with registered trademark.
The US corporation (originally called the District of Columbia) does not effect or control
the 50 sovereign states that are protected from the federal government by the US
Constitution for the United States adopted in 1788. To “eliminate any confusion” as to
which jurisdiction people are in, the Post Office was enlisted to create codes for the
domestic military districts. As you just learned, the federal government, United States, is
considered a foreign country in relation to the several states of the union. So any mail
sent within the jurisdiction of the United States proper, 10 miles square, would be
domestic. Any mail sent to another jurisdiction, the 50 states or foreign countries, would

61

Text of the District of Columbia Organic Act of 1871
a copy of the pages here: http://www.nikolasschiller.com/blog/index.php/archives/2009/01/30/2215/
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be non-domestic. To show the difference, all domestic mail was given a zip code. There
are no zip codes for non-domestic mail. So if you use a zip code in your address, you are
identifying your location as a federal domestic area, resident of that area, and subject to
the laws of that area.
1. "Citizenship of the United States does not entitle citizen to privileges and immunities of
citizen of state, since privileges of one are not the same as the other." K. Tashiro et al v.
Jorden Secretary of State, May 20, 1927 (S.F.12346) 255 P. 545. Essentially, this is why
most “patriot” arguments fall on deaf ears in court. If you have contracted away your state
rights, use a zip code, you can not stand on God given rights if you are taking benefit and
privilege from the United States. You are under their jurisdiction and a slave can not tell the
master what to do.
2. "Both before and after the 14th Amendment the federal Constitution, it has not been
necessary for a person to be a citizen of the United States in order to be a citizen of his
state”. United States v. Cruikshank, 92 US. 542, 549, 23 L.Ed. 588 (1875); Slaughter House
Cases. This confirms that there are at least two status ranks which you could hold depending
on the contracts you have in place. If you elect to be a UNITED STATES citizen by taking
benefit and privilege, (voting in private elections, having mail delivered to your post via zip
code, and dozens of other adhesion CONTRACTS) you abandon your state status.
Fortunately, you have the unlimited right to contract and you can “un-contract” and correct
the record if you are so inclined. It is your choice, but you will need to create a record of your
actions (since the United States has a record of your contracts that they will enforce) which
allows you to stand on the record.
How could this occur? It would be important to understand Admiralty (Military) rule.
Admiralty is an adversarial process. Admiralty courts are always X vs.Y, and under
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Admiralty rule, players are not required to reveal their strategy. The (DC) government has no
requirement to inform you of their strategy, they have no requirement to inform you that they
created a trust, or they operate under the Doctrine of Necessity62. The Doctrine of Necessity
is the basis on which extra-legal actions by State actors which are designed to restore order,
are found to be constitutional. The maxim on which the doctrine is based originated in the
writings of the medieval jurist Henry de Bracton, and similar justifications for this kind of
extra-legal action have been advanced by more recent legal authorities, including William
Blackstone. In modern times, the doctrine was first used in a controversial 1954 judgment in
which Pakistani Chief Justice Muhammad Munir validated the extra-constitutional use of
emergency powers by Governor General, Ghulam Mohammad.[1] In his judgment, the Chief
Justice cited Bracton's maxim, 'that which is otherwise not lawful is made lawful by
necessity', thereby providing the label that would come to be attached to the judgment and the
doctrine that it was establishing. Huh? It appears that even if something was unlawful, if the
people running the show feel it is necessary, they declare it lawful. However, said from
Thomas Jefferson’s viewpoint, the law of self-preservation overrules the law of obligation

in others.
LIEBER CODE Art. 15.
Military necessity admits of all direct destruction of life or limb of armed enemies, and of other
persons whose destruction is incidentally unavoidable in the armed contests of the war; it allows
of the capturing of every armed enemy, and every enemy of importance to the hostile
government, or of peculiar danger to the captor; it allows of all destruction of property, and
obstruction of the ways and channels of traffic, travel, or communication, and of all withholding
of sustenance or means of life from the enemy; of the appropriation of whatever an enemy's
country affords necessary for the subsistence and safety of the army, and of such deception as
does not involve the breaking of good faith either positively pledged, regarding agreements
entered into during the war, or supposed by the modern law of war to exist. Men who take up
arms against one another in public war do not cease on this account to be moral beings,
responsible to one another and to God.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XbgkRmJxJSU Necessity – Ben Lowery
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CHAPTER 5 – LAW
"Litigation is the basic legal right which guarantees every corporation its decade in court.
-David Porter– Microsoft Corporate Vice President of Retail Sales

Exactly what type of law do we have? Well, what types of law are available? The easy
answer is there are two types, natural law and man made law. An example of natural law is
gravity, it is consistent and true. Man made laws are often inconsistent. (see doctrine of
necessity) Sub categories of man made laws are Trust law, Cannon law, Common law, (law
of the land), Equity, Admiralty, (Merchant law of the sea – Military Law), Statues and Codes,
Roman Civil law, Ecclesiastical law, Sharia law (Islamic law from Allah – All Law)
Biblical law, Talmudic law, and LA. Law. They are all made up. They are usually made up
by people interested in control. Nothing really wrong with that, most people fundamentally
agree that there should be some basic rules of society; don’t kill other people, if you borrow a
rake, bring it back. Cities used to post the rules on the walls of the city of what will happen if
you break a rule, on, so anyone entering knows that keeping a rake is punishable by a certain
method, and killing someone will be met with a certain kind of punishment or rewarded
depending who they kill. Most civilized societies make concerted efforts to inform the public
of their commonly accepted rules. In general, this is a good policy, creating a collective
mindset of right and wrong which the local populace agrees is essentially what any society
does. And for the most part, many of the ORIGINAL thinkers who created laws actually had
the good of society in mind when they drafted the covenants. Over time, crafty thinkers
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perverted the intent or letter of the law which necessitated a new profession; lawyers. Is law
really that complicated? Not really, but if you were interested in control, a very good thing to
do would be to make law a convoluted mess so that few could understand it. Then you would
get the populace to pay you to teach them your convoluted rules (law school) so they would
be able to charge other people to interpret what the law means. And you can change it at will
because few understand it. This is the case today because most court rulings are not based on
common sense, they are based on hidden precepts, unknown (by most people) trust laws,
adhesion contracts, and presumptions. It is like you going to court with your tennis outfit on
and wondering why the football players are bowling you over. They aren’t playing the same
game you are. People respond by thinking that courts must be complicated and send their
kids to learn this new game so they can make a lot of money explaining the complicated
laws. Once you have everyone paying money to believe this is Law, you have herd mentality
defending this paradigm. Once it has been going on a long time, it is harder to challenge,
because not only are you challenging your peers, you are challenging a generation or two of
dead people who didn’t challenge the paradigm. “Everyone knows you need a lawyer”. A
good practice would be to ensure that those trained do not learn common (sense) law of the
land, and only train on mercantile law of the sea. Why bother learning common law? So few
people have the standing to enforce that jurisdiction and it actually gives the players a fair
chance because common law is based on common sense. It would also be a good practice to
get people to call judges “honorable”, it is a good technique to create the impression that the
system is for your protection. There are other subtle nuances that should not be ignored, ie,
the judge is just above eye level to create the psychological air of superiority, the formal
costumes creating an atmosphere of a holy experience. Just for good measure, each
participant (conspirator) in the system must swear an oath that their first allegiance is to the
(private) court, (clients come second) or they may face disciplinary action. This enhances
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self perpetuation and is entirely legal because most courts are private courts administrating
secret codes that they have enrolled people to believe in. Yup, they have the same authority
as if Disney set up a courthouse and invited you to come to their court for their
administration process. The whole industry is based on THEIR LAWS and has the earmarks
of our banking friend’s techniques. Really, how many laws do you need? Do on to others as
you would have them do on to you. Beyond that, everything is a derivative. Today the United
States has over sixty million statues and codes. Aptly named codes, because they have been
written in legalese that few people understand. If you have spent any time in Blacks Law
Dictionary, you will quickly agree that Led Zeppelin was right, “you know sometimes words
have two meanings”. Is the purpose of law for justice, or is this actually something else?

Figure 10 - Everybody wants to see justice done, to somebody else.

Laws inherently are developed for control. Those who are interested in control are
interested in laws;
"Did you really think that we want those laws to be observed?" said Dr. Ferris. "We
WANT them broken. You'd better get it straight that it's not a bunch of boy scouts you're
up against - then you'll know that this is not the age of beautiful gestures. We're after
power and we mean it. You fellows were pikers, but we know the real trick, and you'd
better get wise to it. There's no way to rule innocent men. The only power any
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government has is the power to crack down on criminals. Well, when there aren't enough
criminals, one MAKES them. One declares so many things to be a crime that it becomes
impossible for men to live without breaking laws. Who wants a nation of law-abiding
citizens? “What's there in that for anyone? But just pass the kind of laws that can neither
be - and then you cash in on guilt. Now that's the system, Mr. Rearden, that's the game,
and once you understand it, you'll be much easier to deal with."
(Page 406 of Atlas Shrugged, Ayn Rand).
What the Government wants, the government gets. The incarceration rate in the United
States of America is the highest in the world. As of 2009, the incarceration rate was 743
per 100,000 of national population (0.743%). The “reform” industry spends $60 billion,
or more aptly put, collects $60 billion a year, putting it right up there with the chocolate
industry, the diet industry (fed by the chocolate industry I suspect, making it vertically
integrated) and the emerging Energy Efficiency industry.
Are laws necessary? If everyone was honorable and treated each other with respect,
dignity and fairness (which are fundamental human traits unless tampered with by
manipulating belief systems) then laws would be unnecessary. That, however, is not the
world we live in, so for now, it appears that an understanding of widely accepted law
beliefs may be essential unless you want to be cannon fodder.
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LAW FORMS AND JURISDICTIONS
"The legal system is often a mystery, and we, its priests, preside over rituals baffling to everyday
citizens." - Henry Miller

Man Made and Natural Law
Man made mirrors natural law, Natural Law does not need to be written, it is self evident.
Natural Law is for the living man and is superior to man made law. Man made laws take
on multiple colors;
Trust law is Common Law and is the highest form of law because it is the law of the land
vs sea, Common Law of the Land for Living man, Equity – Equity is commonly said to
"mitigate the rigor of common law", allowing courts to use their discretion and apply
justice in accordance with natural law. Admiralty – law of the sea for public vessels this
form is PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL LAW. A derivative of Admiralty are Military
Courts under Lieber code -. It is also international law. Statutes and codes are for fictions
and Statutes and codes are copy written, (they are private laws for those enrolled in this
belief system) your use of them may be a trespass as a living man can not use benefit and
privilege of fiction codes. Ecclesiastical laws also known as Cannon Law are based on
Laws of the church. Essentially all western law is a derivative of Roman Civil Law.
Roman Civil Law controls PERSONS and subjects, not people. Pay close attention to the
use of the word PERSON in their law, it does not mean people. It means something else,
voo doo at work. In fact, in most State Statutes the very first page has a list of
definitions. You will probably find this or a derivative of this: The word "person"
includes individuals, children, firms, associations, joint adventures, partnerships,
eSTATEs, trusts, business trusts, syndicates, fiduciaries, corporations, and all other
groups or combinations. The definition statute does not list Man or Woman. Therefore
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under the rule of construction "expressio unius est exclusio alterius," where a statute or
Constitution enumerates the things on which it is to operate or forbids certain things, it is
ordinarily to be construed as excluding from its operation all those not expressly
mentioned. It is a good thing to understand how they administer their statutes and
probably a good idea to see if you occupy the office of person. The state (not State)
operating under God’s law63, governs PEOPLE. The State (not state) gets around God's
Law and controls the People is by creating only an office of PERSON, and not a real
human. This is getting interesting, starting to make sense, there are two sets, one for live
people, one for dead corporate fictions. You get to choose, just like choosing the men’s
room or the ladies room based on what you define yourself as. Once you determine who
you are, you need to know the rules behind the door. This is important because one can’t
be seen in the “other” and vice versa. Most “courts” are administrative courts for
administrating their private law, but courts run multiple jurisdictions simultaneously. You
can be in an administrative court, common law, equity, corporate statutes, admiralty,
ecclesiastical court and they can change the court from one to the other without informing
you;
49 Concurrent administration of law and equity.(1)Subject to the provisions of this or
any other Act, every court exercising jurisdiction in England or Wales in any civil
cause or matter shall continue to administer law and equity on the basis that,
wherever there is any conflict or variance between the rules of equity and the rules of
the common law with reference to the same matter, the rules of equity shall prevail.
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The Roman Civil system has a basis of God being superior to man, it is a good thing to know since this is their
system. The 1611 King James Bible is reportedly admissible in court as a law form.
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To prevail one must need to give a statutory solution for the fiction and seek relief in the
private as both are often operating at the same time. If you don’t know what type of
court you are in, (basketball or tennis) you won’t know the rules to apply. Even if you do
know the court, you must speak the language. They say you need a good Law Dictionary
to properly learn the law. Black Law dictionary provides some insight as to the twisty
nature of words. For example a corporation (a dead fiction) can be a person. Legalese is
the language of attorney’s. The word Attorney is a French derivative, attourne literally,
(one who is) turned. Not surprisingly the language is turned around to mean things that
are not understood in customary usage. Irrespective of whether Blacks Law was
originally created as a high brow hoax by the eccentric Henry Campbell Black,64 Blacks
Law Dictionary is widely accepted (has many enrollees) as a legal reference. A critical
look at how words are defined in Black’s should give one pause. Finally, if having to
know the court rules, (once you know the type of court) and learn “backward” language
isn’t enough, you must rebut presumptions that most people are not even aware are being
made. Prosecutors build cases in mid air, like building the second story of a two story
condo without a first floor and without any foundation. A few presumptions which are
already embedded into most pleadings would be; this matter is presumed to be a private
Bar Guild business matter, not public record. Unless you rebut the presumption that their
private oath to the Bar is superior to that oath of Public Service and therefore trustees
under public oath, they aren’t. Unless you rebut the Presumption of Summons, that one
who attends Court is presumed to accept a position (defendant, juror, witness) and
jurisdiction of the court. A good policy would be to rebut the Presumption of Court of
Trustees or that you accept the office of trustee as a "public servant" and "government
64

http://www.lawschoolsecretstosuccess.com/law-dictionary
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employee" by attending court. You are merely visiting by invitation to settle the matter.
You should rebut the Presumption of Incompetence. You might want to rebut the
Presumption of Guilt. And you should not create controversy which gives them
jurisdiction, so you make no plea. Probably a good practice to rebut ALL presumptions
and require proof of any presumption since this list is not all inclusive. More importantly,
you must know who you are. None of this should be taken as giving LEGAL advice,
(you should also know the difference between legal and lawful), as each individual
circumstances will vary. If you actually injured another party, then your strategy would
have to reflect that. Most court cases are without an injured party, and are simply
invitations to fleece you, because a court is a bank. A judge sits on the BENCH, an Italian
derivative of BANC, and if you have ever been in court, there are usually only two
commercial signs in the court; VISA and MASTERCHARGE. A few other helpful
maxims or belief systems which the court system has; you have the unlimited right to
contract. Therefore if you use other peoples templates for your paperwork, but re-contract
verbally (undo by your actions) in court, you can jump back into the frying pan.
Everything in court is just an offer to contract. They are very skilled at getting you to
contract. And silence is acquiescence, if you do not correct the presumption; you agree
and may contract without saying anything. This precept mirrors natural law, if you do
not “oppose” you will “go with the flow”. Ignorance of the law is no excuse, again
mirroring natural law, natural law does not care if you understand, it will prevail.
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Figure 11 The Emperor has no clothes - not a new concept

Imagine if you visit Disneyworld and get the all day “passport”, citizen of Disneyworld
for the day. Goofy stops you as you wait in a line and asks you for your passport, you
“self confess” and provide the passport, granting him jurisdiction. He tells you that they
have a law governing how you must stand in line, and that you are violating it and he tells
you he must deduct four hours from your passport for the infraction. If you don’t agree
you can go see Mickey Mouse (the Judge) and plead your case. You didn’t know that
you were standing incorrectly, and you feel that you were taken advantage of by a law
that you knew nothing about. So out of principal, you go see Mickey. Now Mickey
knows that just because you showed up, you must be willing to accept his judgment. How
does he know this? Because you are coming to get him to agree with you and that you
must respect his opinion or you wouldn’t bother asking him. You could of course, deny
jurisdiction and avoid going to see Mickey, because you know that Mickey Mouse can’t
make you do anything. But that would have to be your mental conviction. Can you stand
on it? After all, you are in Disneyworld and Mickey Mouse is King. Everyone else there
will tell you that Mickey Mouse is in charge and you better listen up. Life is no different.
The point of this short overview on law, is that most courts are no place for a sentient
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being who can reason. Reason it out for yourself, and begin the journey of understanding
how to challenge jurisdiction and be able to confidently stand on your actions. If your
studies lead you to templates for a quick fix, you will probably fail. The solution is not in
the paperwork, but in your understanding of how the system works and what you are
attempting to accomplish. It appears that the system can richly reward competency, and
mercilessly punish slackers.
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CHAPTER 6 – MONEY
And on the Eighth Day, God Created Money….

Pretty interesting that the almighty created heaven and earth and then brain farts about the
most important aspect of life. (as most people know it) Let’s face it, God is not very
good with money, every televangelist you have ever seen tells you that he needs more,
and more. Atheists revel in this omission as existential proof there is no God, because no
all-powerful force would create the intricate patterns of life and not be able to balance a
checkbook. It may be because even God can’t explain western monetary policy. If you
think the court system is backwards, you may have a hard time understanding the inverse
nature of money. Money is not an asset. All money is loaned into existence65, since they
are loans, they are debts. They are an IOU, a note. That is why they are labeled Federal Reserve Notes. They are PRIVATE debt. Like a car note, a Federal Reserve Note
represents a promise to pay. Therefore, that money is not an asset, it is debt. If you pay
for an item with a Federal Reserve Note, that item which you THINK you paid for has a
priority lien against it by the Federal Reserve, since the Federal Reserve must be paid
first before it can redeem money of substance to pay your debt. You can’t pay an IOU
with an IOU. Of course, the Federal Reserve has already thought of that, and they have
got an insurance policy to insure that they get paid, but that is another rabbit hole
65

http://www.peakprosperity.com/video/224/playlist/153/chapter-8-fed-money-creation Chris Martenson
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altogether. This is the magic of how they can print money, it is actually backed by
something. (your indentured servitude contract) Think of the United States as a big
casino. One can use cash to buy dinner or cigarettes. If you wish to play the slot
machines, however, you must use casino tokens. There are two kinds of money, cash and
tokens. Tokens are the private money used within the casino. Players trade $100 cash for
100 tokens. The law requires the casino to have one dollar of cash or cash equivalent (an
asset that can be sold for cash) on hand for every token the casino issues. If you have 25
tokens left at the end of the day, you may exchange them for $25 cash. Nearly everyone
uses tokens because they are more convenient than cash. Merchants outside the casino
accept them as money because their value is equal to cash. The casino bank offers loans
of 100,000 tokens if the borrower signs a $100,000 promissory note (your future labor)
agreeing to repay the “money”. The $100,000 promissory note can be sold for $100,000
cash, so the promissory note meets the legal requirements to be a cash equivalent. The
casino uses the promissory note to issue and fund 100,000 newly created tokens. The
casino received $100,000 value from the alleged borrower for free, used it to create new
tokens, and returned the same $100,000 back to the alleged borrower as a loan. Receiving
the promissory note for free is like receiving stolen property. Nothing of value was
loaned to obtain it. The new tokens are like new money, like counterfeit money. It is like
stealing and counterfeiting rolled into one transaction under the appearance of a legal
transaction. The agreement only agreed to use the promissory note to repay a loan, not
finance new tokens given back as a loan. The tokens are not legal if the promissory note
did not fund the value of the tokens. If the note funded the value of the tokens, the bank
loaned nothing of value to the borrower. It is like depositing $150, with the bank
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returning the $150 back to the depositor as a bank loan; the bank loaned nothing to own
the $150 deposit. The bank does not legally own the promissory note until the bank
fulfills the agreement and first loans $100,000 of actual cash value to the borrower. The
borrower expected tokens to be backed by other depositors’ first depositing cash, not the
casino owner using the value of the promissory note to fund the newly issued tokens. If
the bank received the promissory note for free, it is the same as a thief getting your future
payroll checks for free when they are used to make the loan payments. Stealing future
payroll checks, or stealing a car and selling it for cash, and depositing the payroll checks,
or cash from the car sale, and then returning the money back to the victim as a loan is
really stealing, not a true loan. Bankers know that no one in their right mind would agree
to this66, so the written agreement conceals the fact that the bank does not loan other
depositors’ money, and the bank gets the money from the borrower for free and returns it
to the victim as a loan. If you replace the word `token' with the words `checkbook
money,' you just described American banking. This scenario also illustrates how
mortgages are “created” and how you knowingly and unknowingly pay for your home
two to five times over. Besides checkbook money and hard currency, it is important to
note there are two different kinds of physical money; Public and Private. Look at a dollar
bill, there are two seals on it, a public seal (Seal of the Treasury) and a private seal
(Federal Reserve) and the BILL (someone has to pay this bill) says that it is good for all
debts public and private. The dollar is a dual use instrument. Money represents your
private energy, which is why it is called CURRENCY. The whole monetary system
including courts, (banks), is based on natural law, a fractal pattern of the natural flow of
66
It is reported that some of the new refinance contracts actually disclose this, as few people are in their right mind.
Banks can get away with this because few people read the contracts, and even fewer would understand the
ramifications.
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energy. In nature, energy is ultimately returned to the source. Energy is neither created
nor destroyed, it merely changes form. Money flows from the private venue to the public
venue and the public spends the money for the collective benefit (or should) of the
collective private individuals. It is the responsibility of the Internal RE-VENUE service
to return the energy to the source of its creator. If the creator of the energy (money) is lost
at sea, the “energy” finds a “ohm” with the Federal Reserve, as the creator has “re-fused”
to wire a claim. Money/Energy is a current, and flows like a river guided by BANKS. If
you are not operating in harmony with the flow, and show a NEGATIVE balance instead
of a POSITIVE one, you are a RESISTOR and you are ARRESTED, taken to a
CIRCUIT COURT, CHARGED and put in a CELL. After they have handled the matter,
you are DISCHARGED. You can’t make this stuff up; there are patterns that you just
may have failed to recognize. But when have you given ANY thought to how money is
created and YOUR role in the economy and WHY money is created? There are multiple
messages in money and what it represents. It has been said “the love of money is the root
of all evil.” It is pretty hard to miss the evidence of that, when you recognize that bankers,
who love money, are usually tied at the hip with any endeavor which makes more money
irrespective of the effect on humanity. It’s easy to comprehend why; it is their
BUSINESS to make money. It is their COMMERCIAL CHARTER, or COMMERCE.
They must do what they do because to do otherwise would cause them to be eaten,
acquired, or sold short. They know their competition and it makes them sick.
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CHAPTER 7 – HEALTH
“A hospital is no place to be sick.”
-Samuel Goldwyn

The human body was not designed to be ill. It is designed for health and is self healing.
99% of your body will function well, it is just that 1% that occasionally acts up and the
effects trickle down to other organs. Modern medicine does not target the 1% with laser
like precision; they will use a shotgun, and then sell you more drugs to counteract the
side effects of the first round of drugs. The paradigm of law has been replicated to health
care. Bodies that self heal are unprofitable and uncomplicated. A confusing array of “new
studies” which are funded by drug companies are “placed” in prominent journals to
support the “belief” that a new drug “promises” to (insert flabby half truth here- reduce,
enlarge, relieve, mitigate, etc.) some alleged disease. The simple fact is that the same
thing that has happened to government and law has happened to health care. It has been
usurped by monetary interests. There is no profit in finding a cure for something. There
are several cures for cancer which have been proven in clinical trials but suppressed
because they don’t make drug companies money. Chemotherapy is big business, there is
a body of evidence which shows that it kills more than it cures, but the profits roll in.67
Big Pharma, in a close alliance with the FDA, has developed a virtual monopoly on the
cancer business. It is a business. Any alternative natural treatments which are beneficial
to people are suppressed by the FDA. Only chemical substances can be patented; natural
67

http://www.cancertruth.net/death-treaments-to-avoid/
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substances cannot be patented. The bottom line profits from the sale of chemotherapy
drugs; the cost of research and development and of course, the profit margin, is factored
into the cost of the drugs. Natural substances do not generate the billions of dollars that
chemical substances do. Natural substances are viewed as a threat because they are
comparatively cheap, they actually work, and so they are systematically discredited.
Drug companies are FOR PROFIT enterprises, and they make money the old fashioned
way, by marketing a residual income drug. They create and pay for studies. The firms
that author the studies know that if they want repeat business, they will structure the
report to benefit the firm that pays the bill. Pharma companies work with insurance
companies and the government via lobbyist’s to insure that their drug is a covered drug
and voila, drugs are injected into the economy.
Governments have been drugging people for thousands of years. Roman water troughs
were laden with lead68 (which leaches and collects in the pineal gland), early glassware
was made with lead, beer steins were made with lead, maybe they didn’t know any better,
maybe a myth, but once you see a fractal pattern, your eyes are open. Today fluoride is
actually added to the water supply with the tacit approval of the government. Fluoride is a
heavy metal and collects in the pineal gland. 69 The pineal gland has many interesting
functions. Main stream media states that it has to do with sleep, and waking. Like all
reports, that is only half the story, it seems that it does have to do with WAKING UP, and
that is why it has been under attack for centuries by yet another silent war. Not content to
drug the population with fluoride70, controlled media is selling the idea of adding lithium
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http://penelope.uchicago.edu/~grout/encyclopaedia_romana/wine/leadpoisoning.html
http://www.fluoridealert.org/issues/health/pineal-gland/
70
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q3y8uwtxrHo –fluoride deception
69
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(another heavy metal) into the drinking water. 71 And if you can’t get it injected into the
water, inject it into the schools with studies. According to the CDC's new findings 10%
of the population of children between the ages, 4 and 17 would qualify for a diagnosis of
ADHD, that's over 5 million children. 72 The most widely prescribed drugs for ADHD
include Lithium, Depakote, Tegretol, and Lamictal. There is a growing resistance to
fluoride in tap water, so the government just steps up marketing vaccines which contain
mercury73, another heavy metal. In addition to the deliberate dumbing down of America
by the takeover of the de-education system, there appears to be a concerted effort to
chemically dumb down the population. A dumbed down population who can’t think for
themselves becomes dependent (controlled) upon government. It is no surprise that the
FDA approved fluoride in toothpaste (read the label on fluoride toothpaste which tells
you that if ingested to call poison control. Whisky Tango Foxtrot?), aspartame and many
other unsafe drugs, because their name says it all, their job is to ADMINISTER FOOD
AND DRUGS74. Interestingly enough, monatomic gold is alleged75 to help in detoxing
the pineal gland. THAT may be the REAL reason gold is used for money and is held in
vaults. You just have to wonder. If you look at what is promoted in the American diet
and how it affects the brain, you can easily dismiss the FDA as an effective authority for
health no matter how much they sugar coat their findings. Speaking of which, the average
American consumes 156 lbs of sugar per year. Loading up on sugar-sweetened beverages
is not good for your brain, tends to lead to weight gain, which is a risk factor for diabetes,

71
72

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NqRqC5Z6sGs&feature=player_embedded –lithium in drinking water

http://www.medwirenews.com/438/98322/Pediatrics/Dramatic_increase_in_ADHD_diagnoses_in_USA_over_last_dec
ade.html
73
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8bApS5c5XrU&feature=endscreen Mercury and Fluoride is poison
74
http://www.newmediaexplorer.org/chris/2004/08/26/the_dirty_little_secret_between_the_fda_and_drug_industry.htm
75
http://educate-yourself.org/cn/monoatomicgoldthinktwice15aug05.shtml -monoatomic gold
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increases acne, (this is the largest organ in your body telling you that your liver can’t
expel toxins enough and now your skin is having problems) sugar increases heart disease,
increases probability of depression, this list goes on and is pretty scary. Sugar is a big
industry and had employed the same spin doctors and follows the same doctrine that was
blazed by big tobacco as all “for profit” corporations must.76 Not surprisingly the sugar
production and trade has changed the course of human history in many ways. It
influenced the formation of colonies, the perpetuation of slavery, the transition to
indentured labor, the migration of peoples, wars between 19th century sugar trade
controlling nations and the ethnic composition and political structure of the new world.
The corn industry is related to the war on your brain by the production of high fructose
corn syrup as a substitute for sugar. A bit of investigation into how corn is fed to the
population and the side effects of corn on the health of the people and animals who eat it
is illustrated in King Corn.77 You probably never gave this a second thought. As you
will see, this modified food trend is not isolated to one crop, it is systemic. Shucks, I’ll
quit picking on corn and grind on wheat industry78. I know what you are thinking,
including “heart healthy whole cereal” goes against the “grain” of modern thinking, and I
must be “whey” off my rocker, but as this book points out, who is actually thinking for
themselves these days? Check out some articles on these foods79 and do a bit of research
about what you put in your body. I might as well herd on over to an “udder” farm
industry by including the dairy industry.80 (I know, I am milking these food puns in this
chapter for all I can, but I relish the fact that you've mustard the intestinal fortitude to
76

http://www.motherjones.com/environment/2012/10/sugar-industry-lies-campaign
http://www.hulu.com/watch/255609 - King Corn. Aaron Woolf
Ian CheneyCurt Ellis
78
http://www.wheatbellyblog.com/about-the-author/ Dr. William Davis
79
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UhhnHA8c_Y0 Today's Modern Food: It's not what you think Jeff Benner
80
http://www.healthguidance.org/entry/9973/1/Negative-Effects-of-Dairy-Products.html
77
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ketchup with the concepts.) Just a modicum of research will suggest that there definitely
is serious doubt whether the human body can properly assimilate calcium from
pasteurized milk. Most of the ill effects of milk come from the hormones injected into
the cows to make them produce more milk, which ends up in the milk. (re read the
opening chapter on the physics of energy) And if you were successful in finding a dairy
farmer who doesn’t use injections, you wouldn’t be able to buy raw milk which by all
estimates still contains many of the beneficial bacteria, proteins and enzymes that aid in
digestion. The FDA is ok with sugar, High Fructose Corn Syrup, and fluoride, which
have demonstrable ill health effects, but they cry all over raw milk. That alone is reason
enough in my book to seriously consider investing in a cow. The intention that this
chapter about health begins with food is because your diet has a direct correlation on your
health. You don’t need pills, you need minerals, most health effects are signs of a mineral
imbalance. Prescribing minerals is highly unprofitable for pharma companies. We began
the book on the effects of frequencies on the body and we discussed silent wars being
waged on the political and economic front, this topic wouldn’t be complete if we didn’t
address the largest silent war on your body; frequencies. If your body and thoughts are
frequencies, then competing frequencies will have an impact on your thoughts, organs,
and health. Cell phones have been proven to have serious health implications for your
brain. Cordless phones, wireless routers and smart meters all broadcast radio waves
which have been proven to cause mood swings, cancer and a host of preventable
illnesses. Reason out the commercial effects of this prescription from your doctor:
1. Remove the smart meter if you want to get sleep. (Zero revenue for pharma)
2. Take these pills for the rest of your life, you have insomnia. (Payday)
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3. Common side effects may include increase in heart rate, stronger or irregular
heartbeat, sweating, nausea and vomiting, difficulty breathing, paleness,
dizziness, weakness or shakiness, headache, apprehension, nervousness or anxiety
and death.
4. Take these pills if you experience any of the above. (Payday)

Once upon a time there were two muffins in the microwave. Suddenly, on of the
muffins says:
"Man it's hot in here!!!!"
The other muffin exclaims,
"Look a talking muffin!!!!" - Microwaves definitively change your food.
Effects of microwaves have only been studied over the past 50 years.81 In Russia,
microwave ovens were allegedly banned in 1976 because of their negative health
consequences as many studies were conducted on their use. The ban, if true, was
allegedly lifted after Perestroika in the early 90’s. Here are some of their findings on
microwaving food:

81

Resonance - Beings of Frequency (documentary film) James Russell
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5vb9R0x_0NQ&feature=player_embedded John Webster
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1. Micro waved foods lose 60 ~ 90% of their nutritional value and it also accelerates the
structural disintegration of food.
2. Microwaving creates cancer-causing agents within milk and cereals.
3. Microwaving alters elemental food-substances, causing digestive disorders.
4. Microwaving alters food chemistry which can lead to malfunctions in the lymphatic
system and degeneration of the body’s ability to protect itself against cancerous growths.
5. Micro waved foods lead to a higher percentage of cancerous cells in the bloodstream.
6. Microwaving altered the breakdown of elemental substances when raw, cooked, or
frozen vegetables were exposed for even a very short time and free radicals were formed.
7. Micro waved foods caused stomach and intestinal cancerous growths, a general
degeneration of peripheral cellular tissues, and a gradual breakdown of the digestive and
excretive systems in a statistically high percentage of people.
8. Micro waved foods lowered the body’s ability of the body to utilize B-complex
vitamins, Vitamin C, Vitamin E, essential minerals and lipotropics.
9. The microwave field next to a microwave oven caused a slew of health problems as
well.
10. Heating prepared meats in a microwave sufficiently for human consumption created:
* d-Nitrosodiethanolamine (a well-known cancer-causing agent)
* Destabilization of active protein biomolecular compounds
* Creation of a binding effect to radioactivity in the atmosphere.
* Creation of cancer-causing agents within protein-hydrosylate compounds in milk and
cereal grains.
11. Microwave emissions also caused alteration in the catabolic (breakdown) behaviour
of glucoside – and galactoside – elements within frozen fruits when thawed in this way.
12. Microwaves altered catabolic behavior of plant-alkaloids when raw, cooked or frozen
vegetables were exposed for even very short periods.
13. Cancer-causing free radicals were formed within certain trace-mineral molecular
formations in plant substances, especially in raw root vegetables.
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14. Due to chemical alterations within food substances, malfunctions occurred in the
lymphatic system, causing degeneration of the immune systems’ capacity to protect itself
against cancerous growth.
15. The unstable catabolism of micro-waved foods altered their elemental food
substances, leading to disorders in the digestive system.
16. Those ingesting micro-waved foods showed a statistically higher incidence of
stomach and intestinal cancers, plus a general degeneration of peripheral cellular tissues
with a gradual breakdown of digestive and excretory system function.
17. Microwave exposure caused significant decreases in the nutritional value of all foods
studied, particularly:
* A decrease in the bioavailability of B-complex vitamins, vitamin C, vitamin E, essential
minerals and lipotrophics
* Destruction of the nutritional value of nucleoproteins in meats
* Lowering of the metabolic activity of alkaloids, glucosides, galactosides and
nitrilosides (all basic plant substances in fruits and vegetables)
* Marked acceleration of structural disintegration in all foods.
And the study did not address the infusion of plastic wrap toxins into any food which is
touching plastic as it is being radiated.
The research is out there on how radiation alters the chemical structure of your foods, and
if your body can't recognize the new compound created by the microwave, it will not
handle it properly and your body will tell you with symptoms. Will you be awake enough
to recognize that it was from the microwave? If waves cause that much problem with
foods that you eat, what effect do they have on living tissue? 82 There are rapidly growing
grassroots movements to oppose smart meters based on the research that is readily
available. Lawsuits are springing up over cell phone towers, and electrical power towers
based on evidence that the invisible frequencies have disastrous health effects. These
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https://sundayupdate.wordpress.com/2012/09/22/smart-meters-microwaves-effect-on-human-body-especiallychildren/
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efforts are being met with the same shopworn spin techniques that have been used to
manipulate the masses for centuries, but this time the techniques aren’t working.
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CHAPTER 8 – THE FINAL CHAPTER
I assume full responsibility for my actions, except the ones that are someone else's fault.

The concepts presented here are not new but if you never looked at it this way the ideas
may be strikingly new, unusual, and disorienting. At a very minimum, the repeating
patterns of how commerce without a moral balance can corrupt good ideas should be
obvious. There is nothing new under the sun.

Figure 12 The Golden Calf

Figure 13 The Golden Calf
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It appears that the Matrix is real. Everything IS backwards, in other words, everything is
a reflection. It is like looking in the mirror. When you look in the mirror, you see you, or
so you think. If you reason, you will recognize that it is a reflection of you and it is not
you. Many sources of information, or disinformation on the topics presented, offer
opinions. As the opening chapter stated, do not accept this book, nor the links suggested
as fact. It is all in how YOU interpret and respond to the data and how you respond will
cascade into the universe. These lines were written to reveal your environment that you
may not have been aware of.

Figure 14 How do you communicate with a fish? – Drop him a line.

The last thing a fish would ever notice would be water. It means that we are often
unaware of the context in which we live... until it changes. For example, because the
culture (context) in which one grows up is typically taken for granted, we may never
consciously think about it. Often awareness only arises when faced with a new or
changing context. If you begin to ponder the fact that most people only focus on the 1%
of the world that they can see, it is an easy conclusion to reach that we are missing 99%
of what is going on. Once alerted, many people have interpreted these observations in a
negative way. They conjure up nefarious illuminati ghosts and demons that are running
the planet, why should we focus on the 1%? We should certainly recognize them because
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identifying the problem is half solving it. And it is clear that these types of personalities
gravitate to positions of power, but that power has been given only by your ignorance and
failure to reason in a system that they have enrolled the majority of the planet in. Darwin
may have been partially correct; it is survival of the fittest. Who is fittest to govern your
life? If you demonstrate competency and the ability to reason, there is evidence that you
will enroll others in your vision. If you can enroll others in your vision, you have power,
if you can’t, you have none, you remain powerless and remain a victim.
.

Figure 15 An invisible man marries an invisible woman. The kids were nothing to look at either.

If a person goes through life without giving any thought or reason to why they are here,
then they maybe they are not really here.
The fractal pattern emerges that government actually derives its power from the people,
and if they support the government, it continues to govern. Government creates a
symbiotic relationship with medicine which also derives its power from the people, if
they believe in the power of medicine and they continue to support it. And the same goes
for law, if you believe that the laws are just and agree to be bound by them, you will
support the law. If you believe that money has value and you continue to use it and
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others accept it, then money has value. It appears that everything is an illusion, only your
beliefs give things substance.
Cold hearted orb that rules the night
Removes the colors from our sight
Red is grey and yellow white
But we decide which is right
And which is an illusion?
“Nights in White Satin” – Moody Blues

Figure 16 A world view from a child

A poor uneducated child living in a dirt hut in the middle of Africa was once given a
puzzle to keep him occupied. His mother had taken a picture of a map of the world out of
an old magazine and tore in into small pieces. She asked him if he could put the world
back together and smiled as she returned to her chores. He called his mother after 10
minutes and asked her to look and tell her if it was right. She was amazed to see that he
had indeed, reassembled the world correctly, and this was ever so impressive as he had
not been to school to ever see a map of the world or memorize the countries. She asked
him how he did it so quickly. He laughed and said that there was a picture of a man on
the back of the map, and when he put the man together correctly, the world turned out all
right.
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Each individual is responsible for the system that is created. The system is there to profit
from your actions, this is neither good nor bad, because you are driving what the system
creates, when you reward bad behavior, you get more bad behavior, when you reward
integrity, you get more integrity.
“How much evil throughout history could have been avoided had people exercised their
moral acuity with convictional courage and said to the powers that be, 'No, I will not.
This is wrong, and I don't care if you fire me, shoot me, pass me over for promotion, or
call my mother, I will not participate in this unsavory activity.' Wouldn't world history be
rewritten if just a few people had actually acted like individual free agents rather than
mindless lemmings?”
-

Joel Salatin, Everything I Want to Do Is Illegal: War Stories from the Local Food Front

Are all the people who work in commerce an evil conspiracy? Are all the people who
work at pharma companies inherently evil, are judges, are police, are bankers, are
lawyers? No. But those that blindly do their job without considering the effects on others
with no moral compass contribute to the degradation to the whole. It is death by a
thousand papercuts. Each tiny error is magnified by each indivual action, including the
actions of consumers who vote every day for what they want with their money/energy.
Evaluate your relationship with commerce. If this book made a point, you saw how
commerce has played a role in Government, Law, and Medicine. We saw how money is
actually negative currency. It has had a negative effect on these institutions where the
love of money oversteps moral compass. There needs to be balance. You really can’t
own anything, since you can’t take it with you. Everything is here for your use, rethink
how you think and quit financing your own demise. The Doctrine of Necessity is the law
of self-preservation that overrules the law of obligation in others. Use it.
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The bible says that a comfortable dwelling place has been prepared for you – but in order
to enjoy it, you must expel commercialism. John XIII 27-31. XIV 1-4. Capitalism is the
state of affairs in which ownership obtains. The abolition of ownership signifies the
abandonment of capitalism and brings the government in accord with the true or natural
form of government.83
Commercialism is not going away overnight, nor should it. But it should and will change
to reflect a balance for humanity. The world is in a transition phase and by examining
your role in society, the actions that you take to contribute or steal from society determine
the kind of world you live in. Knowing the problem is half solving it. We are surrounded
with opportunities with this beneficial change because few people will have considered
solutions to the new paradigm. People have a natural tendency to focus on negative news
because that is how they survived, by looking out for danger. In this transition phase,
people will need to look at the 99% of the world that they seldom see. What you think
about you give energy to, and you must be responsible for what you give energy to. Even
the poorest today have wealth beyond the richest people a hundred fifty years ago. People
today have access to information; they have access to ideas, new beliefs and your beliefs
are something that you can control. If you believe it is so, then it is.

Figure 17 Glinda B-slaps Dorothy back to reality
83

http://archive.org/stream/abolitionofowner00reediala#page/n5/mode/2up The Abolition of Ownership. George Reed
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Dorothy: Oh, will you help me? Can you help me?
Glinda, the Good Witch: You don’t need to be helped any longer. You’ve always had the
power to go back to Kansas.
Dorothy: I have?
Scarecrow: Then why didn’t you tell her before?
Glinda, the Good Witch: Because she wouldn’t have believed me. She had to learn it

for herself.

Figure 18 Children playing or your mind playing?

It is all in how you look at it, 84 look at what you have, not what you don’t. You will feel
better, and you will find the world will resonate with your outlook because the future is
brighter than you think 85 and you have all the tools you need to change it; your mind and
your heart.86

84

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y53y04GdGjk Tracy Lawrence
http://sundayupdate.wordpress.com/2012/03/27/why-the-future-is-better-than-you-think/
86
2012 Crossing Over, A New Beginning OFFICIAL FILM [Brave Archer Films®] – Google YouTube –they keep
taking it down –always a good sign.
85
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Figure 19 Change the world by starting with your beliefs

Beliefs are frozen thoughts about yourself and the world, like everything else they
take on a different form based on the energy which surrounds them. You have infinite
value, cash in on it by reasoning for yourself. 87

87

End of Evil http://www.fileconvoy.com/dfl.php?id=g3bf4112a87bec72b999179379eec0b8a706f3ab25
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Frederick Mann
33, 83
Gandhi
24
George Reed
76, 84
Ghulam Mohammad
47
Glinda, the Good Witch
77
God
12, 23, 24, 40, 42, 46, 47, 53, 58
Government de facto
41
Government de jure
41
Greg Braden
9, 82
Henry Campbell Black
54
Henry de Bracton,
47
Henry Miller
52
Hooven & Allison
43
Howard Beale
26
Ian Cheney
65, 84
Inception
22
Irène and Frédéric Joliot-Curie
8
James Russell
67, 84
Jeff Benner
65, 84
Jesus
11
Joel Salatin
75
John Taylor Gatto
28
John Webster
67, 84
John XIII 27-31
76
Jorden Secretary of State,
40, 83
K. Tashiro
40, 83
King Corn
65
Larkin Rose
24, 83
Lawrence Blair See 100th monkey, See
100th monkey
Led Zeppelin
50
Lily Tomlin
31
Lithium
64
Logical Fallacies
19
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Lyall Watson 13, 82, See 100th monkey,
See 100th monkey
Lysander Spooner
33, 83
Mark Dice
22, 83
Mark Linklater
22, 83
Mary Croft
26
Masaru Emoto
6, 82
McDowell & Ray
29, 83
Michael Smith Veshengro
24, 83
Mickey Mouse
56
Microwaves
67
Military Law
48
Monatomic gold
64
Moody Blues
74
Mr. Rearden
51
Nassim Haramein
15
Nights in White Satin
74
Orgonomy
7, 82
Pavlov
29
Pheonyx Feedback
10, 82
Predictive Programming
27, 83
Protocols of the elders
19
Revolver
30
Robert Oxton Bolton
22
Roland Legiardi-Laura
28
Roman Civil law
48
Samuel Goldwyn
62
Schneider, R
18, 82
Schumann Resonance
10
Schumann Resonance meter
10, 82
Scott Gairdner
22, 82

Shakespeare
17
Sharia law
48
Sigmund Freud
20
Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars
21
Smedley Butler
34
Statues and Codes
48
Stephenson, G. R
18, 82
Stockholm syndrome
21
Stratocracy
25
Talmudic law
48
The Abolition of Ownership
76, 84
The Constitutional Delusion
33, 83
The Dark Intentions of Public Schooling
28
The Deliberate Dumbing Down of
America
28
The Informer
33, 83
Thomas Jefferson
47
Thomas L. Friedman
5, 82
Thorington v. Smith
42
Tracy Lawrence
77, 84
Trust law
48
U.S. Dept of Treasury
13
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA is a
corporation
43, 83
United States v. Cruikshank
40, 83
Vatican
17
Waking Life
22
Wilhelm Reich
7
William Blackstone
47
Woodrow Wilson
28
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APPENDIX

http://www.wave1111.com/1/post/2011/06/dont-mess-with-my-bs.html Don’t Mess with my BS 1
http://veksterblog.wordpress.com/2011/02/08/the-world-is-flat/ Thomas L. Friedman
1
See works of Masaru Emoto, born July 22, 1943) is a Japanese author and entrepreneur, best known for his claims
that human consciousness has an effect on the molecular structure of water.
1
See works of Dr. Jacques Benveniste (1935-2004)
1
A Brief History of Wilhelm Reich's Discoveries and the Developing Science of Orgonomy
1
http://www.loyno.edu/news/story/2012/5/22/2862 Psychology professor's research relates food to moral identities Organic foods, like other green products, seem to help people affirm their moral identities, thus generating
counterintuitive behaviors.”
1
Food That Kills - Full Documentary Dr. Michael Klaper http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNCGkprGW_o
1
http://www.starseeds.net/video/gregg-braden-the-spirit-tv-interview-heart-math-institute-and-the?xg_source=activity
– Greg Braden, the heart is the first organ in the body, and is a brain. 14 mins into video
1
In the early 1990s, the “heart-brain” concept was introduced by Dr. J. Andrew Amour and determined it was a
nervous system that was similar enough to the brain itself to qualify as a “little brain.”
1
http://www.holisticonline.com/hol_neurolinguistic.htm Neuro Linguistics
1
http://www.angelfire.com/ms/MelchizedekAngel/earth.html - Schumann Resonance meter
1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=iv&src_vid=7c3AVj66ahg&annotation_id=annotation_793786&v=p9ZrKFT
maRY - Pheonyx Feedback 1 - What is Energy?
1
http://www.hiddenmeanings.com/Sermon9sacrifice.htm -Jesus is Light (sun/son)
1
http://www.threes.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=1944:-third-eye-pinealgland&catid=70:science&Itemid=52 –Pineal Gland and its functions.
1
http://uk.answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20090706140517AADwJID –largest organism
1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1m71m-LBqFQ Alex Baldwin Super bowl commercial
1
See works of Bruce Lipton. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uEuGlndt1yc&feature=feedu
1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIJHJzDQcRM&feature=relatedhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIJHJzDQcRM
&feature=related we are one.
1
http://www.wowzone.com/monkey.htm 100th Monkey Lawrence Blair and Lyall Watson
1
Lifetide: The Biology of Consciousness P. 148 –Lyall Watson also see
http://www.scribd.com/doc/31227750/Watson-Lyall -Supernature
1
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Currency/Pages/legal-tender.aspx
1

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IOYyCHGWJq4 1 minute video explaining Schrödinger’s cat
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JF61lhEeGng&feature=related reality is an illusion
1
http://www.veoh.com/watch/v211655826NC94xJz?h1=Nassim+Haramein+-++Black+Whole+%282011%29 Nassim
Harramein
1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KZeiSKnhOBc Five Monkey Experiment
1
Mentioned in: Galef, B. G., Jr. (1976). Social Transmission of Acquired Behavior: A Discussion of Tradition and
Social Learning in Vertebrates. In: Rosenblatt, J.S., Hinde, R.A., Shaw, E. and Beer, C. (eds.), Advances in the study of
behavior, Vol. 6, New York: Academic Press, pp. 87-88:and Stephenson, G. R. (1967). Cultural acquisition of a
specific learned response among rhesus monkeys. In: Starek, D., Schneider, R., and Kuhn, H. J. (eds.), Progress in
Primatology, Stuttgart: Fischer, pp. 279-288.
1
25 rules for disinformation http://famguardian.org/Subjects/MediaIntell/Articles/25RulesOfDisinformation.htm
1
Logical Fallacies http://yourlogicalfallacyis.com/
1
http://aztlan.net/protocols.htm#protocol1 Protocols of the Elders
1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qiKMmrG1ZKU&feature=bf_next&list=FLex1xHTNtUaZeKOTuzF8enA Edward
Bernays and the art of public manipulation
1
Psywar - http://www.youtube.com/watch?NR=1&feature=endscreen&v=lZiAV6fU2NM
1
Blind faith http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4OpgiNEyBVA Anthony Antonello
1
http://files.meetup.com/196633/SILENT%20WEAPONS%20for%20QUIET%20WARS.pdf Silent Weapons for
Quiet Wars
1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=3Z2vU8M6CYI The Beatles 1000 yrs Scott Gairdner
1
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1

http://www.markdice.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=114:william-qbillq-cooper-was-afraud&catid=66:articles-by-mark-dice&Itemid=89 Mark Dice
1
Waking Life http://vimeo.com/30934073 Mark Linklater
1
Inception - http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1375666/plotsummary Christopher Nolan
1
The Tiny Dot http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H6b70TUbdfs Larkin Rose
1
http://www.socialchangenow.ca/mypages/gandhi.htm Ghandi
1
http://greenreview.blogspot.com/2012/11/how-powerful-are-we-when-truly-organized.html Michael Smith
(Veshengro)
1
http://www.esotericarchives.com/wands/index.html and http://www.secretsinplainsight.com/2011/09/26/magic-ofholly-wood/
1
The influence of TV on all living things http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kVKHLN0FfYM
1
Video Game Predictive Programming: Virtual or Just Reality? http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OGqVeyfnCZE
1
http://deliberatedumbingdown.com/MomsPDFs/DDDoA.sml.pdf Charlotte Thomson Iserbyt
and related video http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eZJoCfgAEuE
1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iFlvkwXCQco&feature=related Dark Intentions of Public Schooling
1
Simple questions asked on a sidewalk http://www.youtube.com/watch?NR=1&feature=fvwp&v=H5pD7RwZDbU
1
The Fourth Purpose http://johntaylorgatto.com/fourthpurpose/gatto.htm
1
How to hack the human brain. http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=endscreen&NR=1&v=0xCVaKTqb3c
1
RSA Animate - Changing Education Paradigms
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=endscreen&v=zDZFcDGpL4U&NR=1
1
(McDowell & Ray 2000, Lines 2000) http://www.education.com/reference/article/homeschooling-trendscharacteristics/
1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eyAP4lfvI2I&feature=related Revolver clip
1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=korGK0yGIDo&feature=topics Cognitive Dissonance
1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGbEJ3pXwWM&feature=youtu.be Cognitive Dissonance on 911
1
http://www.thinkorbeeaten.com/informer/What%20Does%20Federal%20Really%20Mean.pdf-The Informer
1
http://www.lewrockwell.com/orig4/spooner1.html Lysander Spponer and The Constitutional Delusion
http://www.buildfreedom.com/tl/tl070.shtml Frederick Mann
1
http://avalon.law.yale.edu/19th_century/lieber.asp
1
There was no treaty signed to end the Civil War http://www.nps.gov/apco/faqs.htm
1
Proof the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA is a corporation Go to Delaware UCC site; LINK .. It will ask you for a
file number, enter 2193946
44
UNITED STATES THE CORPORATION:THE TRUTH FOX NEWS WILL NOT TELL YOU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hgyztsj7O6M&feature=youtu.be
Supporting Documentation http://www.mediafire.com/?f3fkky4f2sqfmhz What Happened to the Constitution
presentation docs.pdf
1
Text of the District of Columbia Organic Act of 1871
a copy of the pages here: http://www.nikolasschiller.com/blog/index.php/archives/2009/01/30/2215/
1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XbgkRmJxJSU Necessity – Ben Lowery
1
The Roman Civil system has a basis of God being superior to man, it is a good thing to know since this is their
system. The 1611 King James Bible is reportedly admissible in court as a law form.
1
http://www.lawschoolsecretstosuccess.com/law-dictionary
1
http://www.peakprosperity.com/video/224/playlist/153/chapter-8-fed-money-creation Chris Martenson
1
It is reported that some of the new refinance contracts actually disclose this, as few people are in their right mind.
Banks can get away with this because few people read the contracts, and even fewer would understand the
ramifications.
1
http://www.cancertruth.net/death-treaments-to-avoid/
1
http://penelope.uchicago.edu/~grout/encyclopaedia_romana/wine/leadpoisoning.html
1
http://www.fluoridealert.org/issues/health/pineal-gland/
1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q3y8uwtxrHo –Fluoride deception
1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NqRqC5Z6sGs&feature=player_embedded –lithium in drinking water
1
http://www.medwirenews.com/438/98322/Pediatrics/Dramatic_increase_in_ADHD_diagnoses_in_USA_over_last_de
cade.html
1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8bApS5c5XrU&feature=endscreen Mercury and Fluoride is poison
1
http://www.newmediaexplorer.org/chris/2004/08/26/the_dirty_little_secret_between_the_fda_and_drug_industry.htm
1
http://educate-yourself.org/cn/monoatomicgoldthinktwice15aug05.shtml -Monatomic gold
1
http://www.motherjones.com/environment/2012/10/sugar-industry-lies-campaign
1
http://www.hulu.com/watch/255609 - King Corn. Aaron Woolf Ian Cheney Curt Ellis
1
http://www.wheatbellyblog.com/about-the-author/ Dr. William Davis
1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UhhnHA8c_Y0 Today's Modern Food: It's not what you think Jeff Benner
1
http://www.healthguidance.org/entry/9973/1/Negative-Effects-of-Dairy-Products.html
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1

Resonance - Beings of Frequency (documentary film) James Russell
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5vb9R0x_0NQ&feature=player_embedded John Webster
1
https://sundayupdate.wordpress.com/2012/09/22/smart-meters-microwaves-effect-on-human-body-especiallychildren/
1
http://archive.org/stream/abolitionofowner00reediala#page/n5/mode/2up The Abolition of Ownership. George Reed
1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y53y04GdGjk Tracy Lawrence
1
http://sundayupdate.wordpress.com/2012/03/27/why-the-future-is-better-than-you-think/
1
2012 Crossing Over, A New Beginning OFFICIAL FILM [Brave Archer Films®] – Google YouTube –they keep
taking it down –always a good sign.
End of Evil http://www.fileconvoy.com/dfl.php?id=g3bf4112a87bec72b999179379eec0b8a706f3ab25
Additional Links
http://peerservice.org/
http://notapersonorcitizen.blogspot.com/
http://www.filmsforaction.org/walloffilms/ 400 films for social change
Additional Resources:
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1034/j.1600-0633.2002.290405.x/abstract
Journal of Pineal Research
Direct suppressive effects of weak magnetic fields (50 Hz and 162/3 Hz) on melatonin synthesis in the pineal gland of
Djungarian hamsters (Phodopus sungorus)
H. Brendel, M. Niehaus, A. Lerchl
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9492170
A 0.5 G, 60 Hz magnetic field suppresses melatonin production in pinealocytes.
Rosen LA, Barber I, Lyle DB.
Division of Research Grants, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland 20892-7854,
http://www.feb.se/EMFguru/Research/emf-emr/EMR-Reduces-Melatonin.htm
EMR Reduces Melatonin in Animals and People
Dr Neil Cherry
Environmental Management and Design Division
P.O. Box 84 Lincoln University
Canterbury, New Zealand
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1566687/
Effects of electromagnetic fields on photophasic circulating melatonin levels in American kestrels.
K J Fernie, D M Bird, and D Petitclerc
Environ Health Perspect. 1999 November; 107(11): 901–904.
PMCID: PMC1566687
Research Article
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1600-079X.1997.tb00320.x/abstract?
Absence of chronic effect of exposure to short-wave radio broadcast signal on salivary melatonin concentrations in
dairy cattle
Katharina D.C. Stärk1,*, Thomas Krebs2, Ekkehardt Altpeter2, Bernhard Manz3, Christian Griot1, Theodor Abelin2
Article first published online: 30 JAN 2007
DOI: 10.1111/j.1600-079X.1997.tb00320.x

How much effort has been placed marketing these memes to you?
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Figure 20 Subliminal Program

COMPILATION OF NOT SO SUBLIMINAL PROGRAMS


The Academy (HK, 2005-2009)



The Academy (Reality; USA, 2007-



1952)


2008)

The Amazing Mr. Malone (USA, 1951-

America's Most Wanted (Reality; USA,



Adam-12 (USA, 1968-1975)



The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes



Amy Prentiss (USA, 1974-1975)

(UK, 1984-1994)



Andy Barker P.I. (Comedy; USA, 2007)



The Agatha Christie Hour (UK, 1982)



The Andy Griffith Show (Comedy;



Agatha Christie's Partners in Crime





1988-present)

USA, 1960-1968)

(UK, 1983-1984)



Angels of Mission (HK, 2004)

Agatha Christie's Poirot (UK, 1989 to



Angela's Eyes (USA, 2006)

present)



Anna Lee (UK, 1993-1994)

Alarm für Cobra 11 – Die



An Unsuitable Job for a Woman (UK,

Autobahnpolizei (Germany, 1996 to

1997-2001)

present)



A Place of Execution (UK, 2008)



Alias (USA, 2001-2006)



Armed Reaction (HK, 1998-2004)



Der Alte (Germany, 1976-present)



Ashes to Ashes (UK, 2008-2010)



A Touch of Frost (UK, 1992-2009)
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The Avengers (UK, 1961-1969) See



Blue Murder (Canada, 2001-2004)

also: The New Avengers



Body of Proof (USA, 2011-present)



Awake (USA, 2012-present)



Bones (USA, 2005-present)



B



Booker (USA, September 24, 1989 to



Backup (UK, 1995-1997)



Bakersfield P.D. (USA, 1993-1994)



Boon (UK, 1986-1992, 1995)



Banacek (USA, 1972-1974)



Boomtown (USA, 2002-2003)



Banyon (USA, 1972-1973)



Border Security: Australia's Front Line



Baretta (USA, 1975-1978)



Barlow (UK, 1974-1976)



Boston Blackie (USA, 1951-1953)



Barlow at Large (UK, 1971-1974)



Bourbon Street Beat (USA, 1959-1960)



Barnaby Jones (USA, 1973-1980)



Brimstone (USA, 1998-1999)



Barney Miller (Comedy; USA, 1975-



The Bridge (Canada, 2010)

1982)



Broders (Peru, 2009)

Baywatch Nights (Sci-Fi; USA, 1995-



Brooklyn South (USA, 1997-1998)

1997)



The Brothers Brannagan (USA, 1960-





May 6, 1990)

(Australia, 2004-present)



The Beat (Canada, 2000)



The Beiderbecke Tapes (UK, 1987)



Bergerac (UK, 1981-1991)



Between the Lines (UK, 1992-1994)



Bulman (UK, 1985-1987)



Beverly Hills Buntz (USA, 1987-1988)



Burn Notice (USA, 2007 to present)



Big Apple (USA, 2001)



The Bill (UK, 1984-2010)



B.J. and the Bear (USA, 1979-1981)



Bloodlines (UK, 2005)



Blue Bloods (USA, starting in 2010)



Blue Heelers (Australia, 1994-2006)



The Blue Knight (USA, 1975)

1961)


Der Bulle von Tölz (Germany, 1996present)

Figure 21 Gun Controls means using two
hands
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Cold Case (USA, 2003-2010)



C



Cold Squad (Canada, 1998-2004)



Cadfael (UK, 1994-1998)



Columbo (USA, 1968-2003)



Cagney & Lacey (USA, 1982-1988)



The Commander (UK, 2003-2008)



Campion (UK, 1989-1990)



Control - Hanzai Shinri Sousa (Japan,



Cannon (USA, 1971-1976)



Car 54, Where Are You? (Comedy;



Cool Million (USA, 1972)

USA, 1961-1963)



Coronado 9 (USA, 1969-1961)

Castle (Comedy-drama; USA, 2009-



The Cops (UK, 1998-2000)

present)



COPS (Reality; USA, 1989-present)



C.A.T.S. Eyes (UK, 1985-1987)



Cop Shop (Australia, 1977-1984)



The Champions (UK, 1968-1969)



Cops L.A.C. (Australia, 2010)



CHAOS (TV series) (USA, April 1,



The Corridor People (UK, 1966)

2011- April 19, 2011)



Courage in Red (Reality; Canada, 2009



2011)



Charlie's Angels (USA, 1976-1981)



Charlie Wild, Private Detective (USA,



Covert Affairs (USA, 2010-present)

1950-1952)



Cracker (UK original) (UK, 1993-1995,



Chase (USA/Canada, 2010-2011)



The Chicago Code (USA, 2010)



The Chinese Detective (UK, 1981-

to present)

1996 and 2006)


1999)


1982)

Cracker (US remake) (USA, 1997-

Crash Investigation Unit (Reality;



CHiPs (USA, 1977-1983)



C.I.B. Files (HK, 2006)



Crime Photographer (USA, 1951-1952)



C.I.D. (India, 1998-present)



Crime & Punishment (Reality; USA,



C.I.D. Special Bureau (India, 2005-

Australia, 2008-present)

2002-2004)

2006)



Crime Story (USA, 1986-1988)



City Homicide (Australia, 2007-2011)



Crime Traveller (Science Fiction; UK,



Close to Home (USA, 2005-2007)

1997)
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The Criminal Investigator I and II (HK,



1995-1996)




Dempsey & Makepeace (UK, 19851986)

Criminal Minds (USA/Canada, 2005-



Derrick (West Germany, 1974-1998)

present)



Detective Investigation Files (HK,

Criminal Minds: Suspect Behavior
(USA, February 16, 2011 – May 25,

1995-1999)


2011)

The Detectives (Comedy; UK, 19931997)



Crossing Jordan (USA, 2001-2007)



CSI: Crime Scene Investigation



The Detectives Starring Robert Taylor
(USA, 1959-1962)

(USA/Canada, 2000-present)



Detroit 1-8-7 (USA, 2010-2011)



CSI: Miami (USA/Canada, 2002-2012)



Dexter (USA, 2006 to present)



CSI: NY (USA/Canada, 2004-present)



D.I.E. (HK, 2008-2009)



D



Diagnosis: Murder (USA, 1993-2001)



Dalgliesh (UK, 1983-1998 and 2003)



Dick and the Duchess (USA, 1957-



Dalziel and Pascoe (UK 1996-2007)



Dan August (USA 1970-1971)



Danger Man (UK, 1960-1962 and 1964-

1958)


Dick Spanner, P.I. (Animated Comedy;
UK, 1986-1987)

1968)



The District (USA, 2000-2004)



Dark Blue (USA, 2009-2010)



Division 4 (Australia, 1969-1975)



David Cassidy: Man Under Cover



Disorderly Conduct: Video on Patrol

(USA, 1978-1979)




(Reality; USA, 2006-present)

DaVinci's Inquest (Canadian) 91



Dixon of Dock Green (UK, 1955-1976)

episodes produced



Doha heroes (reality ; Qatar 2011)

The Dead Zone (USA/Canada, 2002-



Dragnet (USA, 1951-1959, 1967-1970,

2007)

1989-1991 and 2003-2004)



Death Valley (USA, 2011)



Due South (Canada/USA, 1994-1999)



The Defenders (USA, 1961-1965)



Duggan (New Zealand, 1999)



E
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Echo Four-Two (UK, 1961)



Eleventh Hour (UK, 2006)



Eleventh Hour (USA, 2008-2009)



Fastlane (USA, 2002-2003)



Ellery Queen (USA, 1975-1976)



Father Brown (UK, 1974)



Der Ermittler (Germany, 2001-2005)



Father Dowling Mysteries (USA, 1987-



Eureka (USA, 2006 to present)



Every Move You Make (HK, 2010)



The First 48 (USA, 2004 to present)



Eyes (USA, 2005)



FlashForward (USA, 2009-2010)



Flashpoint (Canada, 2008-present)



Follow the Sun (USA, 1960-1961)



The Force (Reality; UK 2009)



The Force: Behind the Line (Reality;

Ein Fall für Zwei (Germany, 1981 to
present)

1991)

Australia, 2005 to present)


Forensic Heroes (HK, 2006-2011)



Foyle's War (UK, 2002 to present)



Fraud Squad (UK, 1969-1970)



Fraud Squad TV (Reality; Canada, 2007
to present)



Figure 22 - Freeze Dirt Bag
F



Fabian of the Yard (UK, 1954-1956)



Fala Zbrodni (Poland, 2003-2008)



Fallen Angels (USA, 1993-1995)



Fallen Angels (Australia, 1997)



The F.B.I. (USA, 1965-1974)



The FBI Files (Documentary, USA;
1998-2006)



Fringe (USA, 2008 to present)



The Fugitive (USA, 1963-1967 and
2000-2001)



Funky Squad (Comedy; Australia,
1997)



G



Gabriel's Fire (USA, 1990-1991)



Galileo (Japan, 2007)



The Gentle Touch (UK, 1980-1984)



Gerak Khas (MY, 1999-present)
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Gideon's Way (UK, 1965-1966)



Heartlanders (Singapore, 2002-2005)



The Glades (TV series)( USA 2010-



Heat of the Sun (UK, 1998)

present)



Hec Ramsey (USA, 1972-1974)

Gorilla - The Police 8th Investigation



Hetty Wainthropp Investigates



Unit (Japan, 1989)

(Comedy; UK, 1996-1998)



Griff (USA, 1973-1974)



High Incident (USA, 1996-1997)



Grimm (USA, 2011-present)



Highway Patrol (USA, 1955-1959)



Gun Metal Grey (HK, 2010)



Hill Street Blues (USA, 1981-1987)



HolbyBlue (UK, 2007)



Homicide (Australia, 1964-1977)



Homicide: Life on the Street (USA,
1993-1999)



H



Hack (USA, 2002-2004)



Hamish Macbeth (UK, 1995-1997)



Hardcastle and McCormick (USA,
1983-1986)



Homicidios (Spain, 2011)



Honey West (USA, 1965-1966)



Hong Kong (USA, 1960-1961)



Hot Pursuit (Reality; USA, 2006 to
present)



Hot Shots (Canada, 1986)



Human Target (USA/Canada, 20102011)



Harry O (USA, 1974-1976)



Hart to Hart (USA, 1979-1984)



Hawaii Five-O (USA, 1968-1980)



Hawaii Five-0 (USA, 2010-present)



Hawaiian Eye (USA, 1959-1963)



Hawaiian Heat (USA, 1984)



Hawk (USA, 1966)



Hazell (UK, 1977-1978)



Heartbeat (UK, 1992-2010)



Hunter (USA, 1984-1991)



The Huntress (USA, 2000-2001)



I



In the Heat of the Night (USA, 19881994)



In Justice (USA, 2006)



In Plain Sight (USA, 2008 to present)



Im Namen des Gesetzes
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Inspector George Gently (UK, 2007 to



Justified (USA, 2010 to present)

present)



Juvenile Jury (Game-show, USA, 1947-

Inspector Lewis (UK, 2006 to present) -

1954)

See also: Lewis



K

The Inspector Lynley Mysteries (UK,



kastle (USA' 2012)

2001-2007)



Kavanagh QC (UK, 1995-2001)



Inspector Morse (UK, 1987-2000)



Keen Eddie (USA, 2003)



Inspector Rex (Austria/Germany, 1994-



Kidnapped (USA, 2006-2007)

2004)



The Killing (Denmark, 2007 to present)





Inspector Wexford (UK, 1987-2000)



The Investigators (USA, 1961)



The Killing (USA, 2011)



Ironside (USA, 1967-1975)



Kojak (USA, 1973-1978 and 2005)



It Takes a Thief (USA, 1968-1970)



Kilo Tango Mike KTM (Nepal, 2010 to



J



JAG (USA, 1995-2005)



Jake and the Fatman (USA, 1987-1992)



Jango (Comedy; UK, 1961)



Jigsaw (USA, 1972-1973)



J. J. Starbuck (USA, 1988)



Joe Forrester (USA, 1975-1976)



Johnny Staccato (USA, 1959-1960)



Kriminaltango



Johnny Midnight (USA, 1960)



K-Ville (USA, 2007)



Jonathan Creek (UK, 1997-2004 and a



Kryminalni (Poland, 2004-2008)

Judd, for the Defense (USA, 1967-



L

1969)



L.A. Heat (USA, 1999)



Judge John Deed (UK, 2001-2007)



La Fuerza: Unidad de Combate (Peru,



Juliet Bravo (UK, 1980-1985)

Danish title Forbrydelsen.

present)


Der Kommissar (West Germany, 19691975)



Die Kommissarin (Germany, 1994 to
present)



Kriminálka Anděl (Czech Republic,
2008 to present)

one-off in 2010)


2011)
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La Gran Sangre (Peru, 2006-2007)



Lanigan's Rabbi (USA, 1977)



LAPD: Life On the Beat (Reality; USA,



Leg Work (USA, 1987)

1995-1999)



Leverage (Drama; USA, 2008 to

Law & Order: Los Angeles (USA,
2010-2011)



The Last Detective (UK, 2003-2007)



Las Vegas (USA, 2003-2008)



The Law and Harry McGraw (USA,

in the US as Inspector Lewis (See

1987-1988)

Above)

present)


Lewis (UK, 2006 to present) - Screened



Law & Order (USA, 1990-2010)



Lie to Me (USA, 2009-2011)



Law & Order: Special Victims Unit



Life (USA, 2007-2009)

(USA, 1999 to present)



Life on Mars (UK Original) (UK, 2006-



Закон и порядок: отдел оперативных
расследований (Law & Order:

2007)


Division of Field Investigation) -

Life on Mars (US remake) (USA, 20082009)

Official foreign adaptation of Law &



Lincoln Heights (USA, 2007-2009)

Order: Special Victims Unit



Link Men (TV Series) (Australia 19701971)





Law & Order: Criminal Intent (USA,



Lives of Omission (HK, 2011)

2001-2011)



Longstreet (USA, 1971-1972)

Paris Enquêtes Criminelles (Paris



Lord Peter Wimsey (UK, 1972-1975)

Criminal Investigations) - Official



Luther (UK, 2010 to present)

present) Official foreign adaptation of



M

Law & Order



Madigan (USA, 1972)

foreign adaptation of Law & Order:
Criminal Intent (France, 2007–2008)


Law & Order: Trial by Jury (USA,
2005-2006)



Law & Order: UK (UK, 2009 to
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Magnum, P.I. (USA, 1980-1988)



Maigret (UK, 1960-1963)



Maigret (UK, 1992-1993)



Michael Shayne (USA, 1960-1961)



Manhunt (USA, 1959-1961)



Mickey Spillane's Mike Hammer (USA,



Man in a Suitcase (UK, 1967-1968)



Mannix (USA, 1967-1975)



Midnight Caller (USA, 1988-1991)



The Man From Blackhawk (USA, 1959-



Midsomer Murders (UK, 1997 to

The Michael Richards Show (USA,
2000)

1958-1960 and 1984-1985)

1960)

present)



Man with a Camera (USA, 1958-1960)





Markham (USA, 1959-1960)



Marple (UK, 2004 to present) - See



Millennium (USA, 1996-1999)

also: "Miss Marple"



The Misadventures of Sheriff Lobo

Mesto tieňov (Slovakia, 2008 to
present)



Martial Law (USA, 1998-2000)



Martin Kane, Private Eye (USA, 1949-

(USA, 1979-1981)


1955)

Miss Marple (UK, 1984-1992) - See
also: "Marple"



Matlock (USA, 1986-1995)





Matlock Police (Australia, 1971-1975)



Matt Houston (USA, 1982-1985)



[murdoch mysteries (tv series)



McCallum (UK, 1995-1998)



The Mod Squad (USA, 1968-1973)



McCloud (USA, 1970-1977)



Monk (USA, 2002-2009)



McCoy (USA, 1975-1976)



Moonlighting (USA, 1985-1989)



McMillan & Wife (USA, 1971-1977)



Moonlight (USA, 2007-2008)



Medium (USA, 2005-2011)



Moon Over Miami (USA, 1993)



Meet McGraw (USA, 1957-1958)



Ein Mord für Quandt



Memphis Beat (USA, 2010 to present)



Mortimer's Patch (New Zealand, 1982)



The Mentalist (USA, 2008 to present)



Most Wanted (USA, 1976-1977)



Metamorphosis (Singapore, 2007)



Mr. Lucky (TV series) (USA, 1958-



Miami Vice (USA, 1984-1990)

M.I.T.: Murder Investigation Team
(UK, 2003-2005)

1962)
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Murder 101 (USA, 2006 to present)



Murder Call (Australia, 1997-2000)



Murder City (UK, 2004-2006)



Murder in Suburbia (UK, 2004-2005)



Murder One (USA, 1995-1997)



Night Heat (Canada 1985-1989)



Murder Rooms (UK, 2000-2001)



No Hiding Place (UK, 1959-1967)



Murder, She Wrote (USA, 1984-1996)



N.Y.P.D. (USA, 1967-1969)



Murphy's Law (UK, 2001-2007)



NYPD Blue (USA, 1993-2005)



Murdoch Mysteries (Canada, 2008-



Numb3rs (USA, 2005-2010)

present



NYC 22 (USA, 2012–present)



O



N



Naked City (USA, 1958-1963)



Nash Bridges (USA, 1996-2001)



NCIS (USA, 2003 to present)



NCIS: Los Angeles (USA, 2009 to



New York Undercover(USA, 19941998)



Night Court (Comedy; USA, 19841992)

present)


New Amsterdam (USA, 2008)



The New Adventures of Charlie Chan
(USA/UK 1957-1958)



The New Avengers (UK, 1976-1977)



The New Detectives (Documentary;
USA, 1996-2005)



New Scotland Yard (UK, 1972-1974)



New Tricks (UK, 2004–present)
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Owen Marshall: Counselor at Law



(USA, 1971-1974)

Police Camera Action! (Reality; UK,
1994 to present)



Ohara (USA, 1987-1988)





O'Hara, U.S. Treasury (USA, 1971-

Police Interceptors (Reality; UK, 2008
to present)

1972)



Police Rescue (Australia, 1989-1996)

Operation Good Guys (Comedy; UK,



Police Squad! (Comedy; USA, 1982)

1997-2000)



Police Story (USA, 1973-1977)



P



Police Woman (USA, 1974-1978)



Pacific Blue (USA, 1996-2000)



Police Woman of Broward County



Painkiller Jane (USA, 2007)



Palace Guard (USA, 1991)



Parco P.I. (Reality; USA, 2006)



Paris Enquêtes Criminelles (France



(USA, 2009)


Police Woman of Maricopa County
(USA, 2010)



Politiet (Reality; Norway, 2004 & 2009
to Present)

2007 to present) - See also: "Law &
Order: Criminal Intent"



The Pretender (USA, 1996-2000)



Paul Temple (UK, 1969-1971)



Prime Suspect Series



Perry Mason (USA, 1957-1966)



Prime Suspect 1 (UK, 1991)



Person of Interest (USA, 2011 -



Prime Suspect 2 (UK, 1992)

present)



Prime Suspect 3 (UK, 1993)



Peter Gunn (USA, 1958-1961)



Prime Suspect 4 (UK, 1995)



Philip Marlowe, Private Eye (UK,



Prime Suspect 5: Errors of Judgement

1983-1986)

(UK, 1996)



Poirot (UK, 1989 to present)





Police (Documentary; UK, 1981)



Police Academy: The Series (Comedy;

(UK, 2003)


USA, 1997-1998)


Prime Suspect 6: The Last Witness

Prime Suspect: The Final Act (UK,
2006)

Police & Thief (Comedy; Singapore,



Prison Break (USA, 2005-2009)

2004-2007)



The Profiler (USA, 1996-2000)
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Pros & Cons (USA, 1991-1992)



Rookie Blue (CAN, 2010 to present)



The Protectors (UK, 1972-1974)



Rosemary & Thyme (UK, 2003-2007)



Psych (Comedy-drama; USA, 2006 to



Rumpole of the Bailey (UK, 1975-

present)

1992)



Public Eye (UK, 1965-1975)



Rush (Australia, 2008 to present)



Q



The Ruth Rendell Mysteries (UK, 1987-



Quincy, M.E. (USA, 1976-1983)



R



The Rockford Files (USA, 1974-1980)



Raines (USA, 2007)



Rockliffe's Babies (UK, 1987-1988)



Randall and Hopkirk (Deceased) (UK,



Rookies (Reality; USA, 2008 to

2000)

1969-1970)


present)

Randall and Hopkirk (Deceased) (UK,



The Rookies (USA, 1972-1976)

2000)



Rookie Blue (CAN, 2010 to present)



Rebus (UK, 2000-2007)



Rosemary & Thyme (UK, 2003-2007)



Remington Steele (USA, 1982-1987)



Rumpole of the Bailey (UK, 1975-



Reno 911! (Comedy; USA, 2003–2009)



Richard Diamond, Private Detective



Rush (Australia, 2008 to present)

(USA, 1957-1960)



The Ruth Rendell Mysteries (UK, 1987-

1992)



Riptide (USA, 1983-1986)



Rizzoli & Isles (USA, 2010-present)



S



Road Wars (Reality; UK, 2003 to



Saving Grace (USA, 2007-2010)

present)



The Saint (UK, 1962-1969)



RoboCop: The Series (Sci-Fi; 1994)



Scott & Bailey (UK, 2011 to present)



The Rockford Files (USA, 1974-1980)



SCU: Serious Crash Unit (Reality; New



Rockliffe's Babies (UK, 1987-1988)



Rookies (Reality; USA, 2008 to



Search (USA, 1972-1973)

present)



Second Verdict (UK, 1976)

The Rookies (USA, 1972-1976)



Seletar Robbery (Singapore, 1982)



2000)

Zealand, 2006 to present)
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Sergeant Preston of the Yukon (USA,



1955-1958)

SOKO Wismar (Germany/Austria, 2004
to present)



The Shield (USA, 2002-2008)





The Singing Detective (UK, 1986)

SOKO Wien); (Germany/Austria, 2005



Shades of Truth (Fantasy; HK, 2004-

to present)


2005)

SOKO Donau (Known in Germany as

SOKO Rhein-Main - Originally known



Shaft (USA, 1973-1974)

as Die Spezialisten: Kripo Rhein-Main



Shark in the Park (New Zealand, 1989-

(Germany/Austria; 2006 to present)


1992)

SOKO Stuttgart (Germany/Austria,



Sharman (UK, 1995-1996)



Shoestring (UK, 1979–1980)



Solo One (Australia, 1976)



Shotgun Slade (USA, 1959-1961)



Softly, Softly (UK, 1966-1969)



Silent Number (Australia, 1974-1975)



Softly, Softly: Taskforce (UK, 1969-



Silent Witness (UK, 1996 to present)



Silk Stalkings (USA, 1991-1999)



Sonny Spoon (USA, 1988)



Simon & Simon (USA, 1981-1989)



South Africa: Special Task Force



Sinan Toprak ist der Unbestechliche



Siska (Germany, 1998 to present)



Southland (USA, 2009 to present)



Sky Cops (Reality; UK, 2006-2008)



South of Sunset (USA, 1993)

SOKO 5113 (Germany/Austria, 1978 to



Snoops (USA, 1989-1990)

present)



Snoops (Comedy; USA, 1999-2000)

SOKO Leipzig (Germany/Austria; 2001



SP (Japan, 2007-2008)

to present)



Special Branch (UK, 1969-1974)

SOKO Kitzbühel (Germany/Austria,



Specials (UK, 1991)

2003 to present)



Special Unit 2 (USA, 2001-2002)

SOKO Köln (Germany/Austria, 2003 to



Spenser: For Hire (USA, 1985-1988)

present)



Split Second (HK, 2004)



Standoff (USA, 2006-2007)







2009 to present)

1976)

(Reality; UK, 2005)
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Star Cops (UK, 1987)



Take My Word For It (HK, 2002)



Starsky and Hutch (USA, 1975-1979)



Taking the Falls (Canada, 1995-1996)



Stingray_(NBC_TV_series) (USA,



Target (UK, 1977-1978)

1986-1987)



Telecrimes (UK, 1938-1939 and 1946)

Stone Undercover (Canada/USA, 2002-



Tenafly (USA 1973-1974)

2004) Syndicated title of program



Tenspeed and Brown Shoe (USA, 1980)

originally called Tom Stone



The Academy (Reality; USA, 2007-





Strangers (UK, 1978-1982)



Street Justice (USA, 1991-1993)



Street Legal (Canada, 1987-1994)



Street Legal (New Zealand, 2000-2003)



The Agatha Christie Hour (UK, 1982)



The Streets of San Francisco (USA,



The Amazing Mr. Malone (USA, 1951-

2008)


(UK, 1994-2004)

1972-1977)


The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes

1952)

Street Wars (reality; UK, 2005 to



present)

The Andy Griffith Show (Comedy;
USA, 1960-1968)



The Strip (USA, 1999-2000)





The Strip (Australia, 2008)



Sue Thomas: F.B.Eye (USA/Canada,



The Beat (Canada, 2010)

2002-2005)



The Beiderbecke Tapes (UK, 1987)



Surfside Six (USA, 1960-1962)



The Bill (UK, 1984-2010)



S.W.A.T. (USA, 1975-1976)



The Brothers Brannagan (USA, 1960-



Sweating Bullets

The Avengers (UK, 1961-1969) See
also: The New Avengers

1961)

(Canada/Mexico/Israel, 1991-1993) -



The Champions (UK, 1968-1969)

Alternative title for Tropical Heat



The Chicago Code (USA, 2010)



The Sweeney (UK, 1975-1978)



The Chinese Detective (UK, 1981-



Switch (USA, 1975-1978)



T



The Closer (USA,2005 to present)



Taggart (UK, 1983 to present)



The Commander (UK, 2003-2008)

1982)
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The Commish (USA, 1991-1995)



The Cops (UK, 1998-2000)



The Corridor People (UK, 1966)



The Kill Point (USA, 2007)



The Dead Zone (USA/Canada, 2002-



The Knock (UK, 1994 - 2000)

2007)



The Last Precinct (Comedy; USA,



1987-1988)



The Defenders (USA, 1961-1965)



The Detectives (Comedy; UK, 1993-

1986)


1997)


The Law and Harry McGraw (USA,

The Man From Blackhawk (USA,
1959-1960)

The Detectives Starring Robert Taylor



The Mentalist (USA, 2008 to present)

(USA, 1959-1962)



The Michael Richards Show (USA,



The District (USA, 2000-2004)



The F.B.I. (USA, 1965-1974)



The FBI Files (Documentary, USA;

2000)


The Misadventures of Sheriff Lobo
(USA, 1979-1981)

1998-2006)



The Mod Squad (USA, 1968-1973)



The First 48 (USA, 2004 to present)



The New Adventures of Charlie Chan



The Force (Reality; UK 2009)



The Force: Behind the Line (Reality;



The New Avengers (UK, 1976-1977)

Australia, 2005 to present)



The New Detectives (Documentary;



(USA/UK 1957-1958)

The Fugitive (USA, 1963-1967 and

USA, 1996-2005)

2000-2001) The Gentle Touch (UK,



The Pretender (USA, 1996-2000)

1980-1984)



The Professionals (UK, 1977-1983)



The Glades (USA, 2010-present)



The Profiler (USA, 1996-2000)



The Huntress (USA, 2000-2001)



The Protectors (UK, 1972-1974)



The Inspector Lynley Mysteries (UK,



The Rockford Files (USA, 1974-1980)

2001-2007)



The Rookies (USA, 1972-1976)



The Investigators (USA, 1961)



The Ruth Rendell Mysteries (UK, 1987-



The Last Detective (UK, 2003-2007)

2000)


The Saint (UK, 1962-1969)
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The Secret Service (UK, 1969)



The Shield (USA, 2002-2008)

known as Stone Undercover when



The Singing Detective (UK, 1986)

syndicated in the US.



The Streets of San Francisco (USA,



1972-1977)

Tom Stone (Canada, 2002-2004) - Also

Traffic Blues (Reality; Ireland 2009,
2011)



The Strip (USA, 1999-2000)



The Strip (Australia, 2008)



The Sweeney (UK, 1975-1978)



Triangle (Japan, 2009)



The Thin Blue Line (Comedy; UK,



Tribulacion (Peru, 2011)

1995-1996)





The Thin Man (USA, 1957-1959)



Triple Nine (Singapore, 1995-1998)



The Untouchables (1959 TV series)



Tropical Heat (Canada/Mexico/Israel,





Traffic Cops (Reality; UK 2003 to
present)

(USA, 1959-1963)

1991-1993) - Also known as Sweating

The Untouchables (1993 TV series)

Bullets

(USA, 1993-1994)



True Files (Singapore, 2002-2007)



The Unusuals (USA, 2009)



True Heroes (Singapore, 2003)



The Vice (UK, 1999-2003)



Twin Peaks (USA, 1990-1991)



The Vise (USA, 1954-1955)



Tropical Heat (Canada/Mexico/Israel,



The Wire (USA, 2002-2008)

1991-1993) - Also known as Sweating



The X-Files (USA/Canada, 1993-2002)

Bullets



The XYY Man (UK, 1976-1977)



True Files (Singapore, 2002-2007)



Thief Takers (UK, 1996-1997)



True Heroes (Singapore, 2003)



Third Watch (USA, 1999-2005)



Twin Peaks (USA, 1990-1991)



This Man Dawson (USA, 1959-1960)



U



T.J. Hooker (USA, 1982-1986)



Underbelly (Australia, 2008-2009)



The Listener (Canada, 2009-present)



Unforgettable (USA, 2011-present)



To Catch the Uncatchable (HK, 2004)



Untraceable Evidence (HK, 1997-1999)



To Get Unstuck In Time (HK, 2004)



The Unusuals (USA, 2009)
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The Ultimate Crime Fighter (Fantasy;
HK, 2007)



V



Van der Valk (UK, 1972)



Vanished (USA, 2006)



Vega$ (USA, 1978-1981)



Vengeance Unlimited (USA, 19981999)



The Vice (UK, 1999-2003)



Vigilante Force (HK, 2003)



The Vise (USA, 1954-1955)



V.I.P. (USA, 1998-2002)



Veronica Mars (USA, 2004-2007)
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Last Shot With Judge Gunn (2011present)



L'Arbitre (2011-present)



Former



Judge Mills Lane (1998-2001)



Moral Court (2000-2001)



Judge Hatchett (2000-2008, reruns still
air in some markets)



Power of Attorney (2000-2002)



Texas Justice (2001-2005)



Judge Maria Lopez (2006-2008)



Cristina's Court (2006-2010)



Judge David Young (2007-2009)



Jury Duty (2007-2009)



Judge Karen (2008-2009)



Street Court (2009-2010)



Judge Wapner's Animal Court (1998-

Figure 23 Public Servant or your Master?


Current Judge shows



Judge Judy (1996-present)



The People's Court (1981-1993, 1997present)



Judge Joe Brown (1998-present)



Judge Mathis (1999-present)



Divorce Court (1957-1969, 1985-1992,

2000)


Judge Jeanine Pirro (2008-2011)



Judge Karen's Court (2010-2011)

1999-present)


Eye for an Eye (2004-present)



Judge Alex (2005-present)



Swift Justice with Jackie Glass (2010present)



America's Court with Judge Ross
(2010-present)
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Figure 24 We know more than yyyooouuu


Medical Shows



City Hospital (1951–1953)
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The Doctor (1952 TV series) (1952–



1953)

Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman (1993–
1998)



Medic (1954–1956)



Side Effects (1994–1996)



Dr. Kildare (1961–1966)



Chicago Hope (1994–2000)



Ben Casey (1961–1966)



ER (1994–2009)



The Doctors (1963–1982)



Becker (1998–2004)



General Hospital (1963–present)



L.A. Doctors (1998–1999)



The Nurses (1965–1967)



Providence (1999–2002)



Medical Center (1969–1976)



Third Watch (1999–2005)



Marcus Welby, M.D. (1969–1976)



City of Angels (2000)



The Bold Ones: The New Doctors



Wonderland (2000)

(1969–1973)



Gideon's Crossing (2000–2001)



Temperatures Rising (1972–1974)



Strong Medicine (2000–2006)



Emergency! (1972–1979)



Crossing Jordan(2001–2007)



M*A*S*H (1972–1983)



Scrubs (2001–2010)



Doctors' Hospital (1975–1976)



Doc (2001–2004)



Quincy, M.E. (1976–1983)



MDs (2002)



Trapper John, M.D. (1979–1986)



Presidio Med (2002–2003)



St. Elsewhere (1982–1988)



Nip/Tuck (2003–2010)



Chicago Story (1982)



Dr. Vegas (2004)



China Beach (1988–1991)



Medical Investigation (2004–2005)



HeartBeat (1988—1989)



House, M.D. (2004–2012)



Island Son (1989—1990)



Grey's Anatomy (2005–present)



Doogie Howser, M.D. (1989–1993)



Inconceivable (2005)



Northern Exposure (1990–1995)



3 lbs (2006)



The Human Factor (1992)



Saved (2006)



Going to Extremes (1992–1993)



Heartland (2007)



Diagnosis: Murder (1993–1996)
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General Hospital: Night Shift (2007–



Wallander (UK, 2008 to present)

2008)



Warehouse 13 (USA, 2009 to present)



Private Practice (2007–present)



Water Rats (Australia, 1996-2001)



Childrens Hospital (2008, 2010-present)



Whitechapel (UK, 2009-2011)



In Treatment (2008-2010)



White Collar (USA, 2009 to present)



The Listener (2009–present)



White Collar Blue (Australia, 2002-



Three Rivers (2009)



Mental (2009)



Wild Card (USA, 2003-2005)



Royal Pains (2009–present)



The Wire (USA, 2002-2008)



HawthoRNe (2009–2011)



Wire in the Blood (UK, 2002-2008)



Nurse Jackie (2009–present)



Without a Trace (USA, 2002-2009)



Trauma (2009–2010)



Wolcott (UK, 1981)



Mercy (2009–2010)



Wolf (USA, 1989-1990)



Miami Medical (2010)



Women's Murder Club (USA, 2007-



Off The Map (2011)



Combat Hospital (2011)



Wycliffe (UK, 1994-1998)



A Gifted Man (2011-2012)



Wiseguy (USA, 1987-1990) X



Body of Proof (2011-present)



The X-Files (USA/Canada, 1993-2002)



Hart of Dixie (2011-present)



The XYY Man (UK, 1976-1977)



Saving Hope (2012)



Y



Emily Owens, M.D. (2012)



Yellowthread Street (UK, 1990)



The Mob Doctor (2012)



Young Lions (Australia, 2002)



Do No Harm (2012)



Z



W



Z-Cars (UK, 1962-1978)



Waking the Dead (UK, 2000 to present)



Zettai Reido (Japan, 2010-2011)



Walker, Texas Ranger (USA, 1993-



2003)

2008)

2001)


Wallander (Sweden, 2005 to present)
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Figure 25 Search for hidden message
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